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Abstract. With motivations from formal veriﬁcation and databases,
formal models to reason about software systems that contain data values
from an inﬁnite domain became a research focus in theoretical computer
science community during the last decade. In this chapter, we present
a tutorial to summarise the state of the art of these formal models. We
focus on automata models and logics. We organise the models according to the diﬀerent approaches to deal with the data values from an
inﬁnite domain. Speciﬁcally, we present the following models, register
automata (and related logics), data automata (and related logics), pebble automata, and symbolic automata and transducers. In addition, we
also incorporate two application-oriented sections, respectively on formal models to reason about programs manipulating dynamic data structures, and on formal models for the static analysis of data-parallel programs. For these two sections, we choose to present separation logic with
data constraints, logic of graph reachability and stratiﬁed sets, streaming transducers, and streaming numerical transducers. For each model,
we introduce the basic deﬁnitions, use some examples to illustrate the
model, and state the main theoretical properties of the model. We hope
that this tutorial will be useful if one wants to have a bird’s eye of view
on this ﬁeld and know the basic concepts underlying those models.

1

Introduction

In computer science, formal models usually refer to mathematical models to
specify, recognise, generate, and transform a speciﬁc class of structures (e.g.,
words and trees). They typically include logic, automata, formal grammars, and
rewriting systems. Formal models, as the basis of many branches of computer
science, are subject to extensive investigations through the history of computer
science [vL90]. Turing machines, together with λ-calculus, recursive functions,
etc., are one of the ﬁrst formal models of computation, which have a profound
impact on almost every area of computer science. Another example is contextfree grammars, which are the foundations of syntax analysis of programming
languages, and hence all modern compliers.
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Logic and automata are two classes of the most well-known formal models.
They have found numerous applications in algorithms and complexity, programming languages, veriﬁcation, databases, artiﬁcial intelligence, etc. For instance,
most automated veriﬁcation techniques, in particular model checking, are based
on logics and automata over inﬁnite words and trees. In the database community, the query languages on semi-structured data (e.g. XML documents) are
based on logics and automata over unranked trees. In addition, path query languages for graph databases are typically based on ﬁnite automata and regular
expressions. Logic and automata are closely related: logics are usually succinct,
declarative, and abstract, whilst automata are speciﬁc, imperative, and of lowlevel. It is quite common that logics are used as speciﬁcation languages, and
automata, accounting for the combinatorial aspect of the logics somehow, provide algorithmic means to reason about the speciﬁcations. A classical example is
the satisﬁability problem and model checking problem of linear temporal logics
(LTL), which can be reduced to the nonemptiness and language inclusion problem of Büchi automata respectively [WVS83,VW86], yielding an eﬃcient and
elegant solution.
To some extent, it is fair to say that classical formal models deal with objects
from a ﬁnite domain, which can be formalized by a ﬁnite alphabet. Intuitively,
ﬁnite alphabets can be used to represent the events in concurrent systems and
tags in XML documents. Formal models (logics and automata) over the ﬁnite
alphabets have been investigated extensively and intensively. The Chomsky hierarchy classiﬁed the language (and the associated automata models) over ﬁnite
alphabets into four levels: linear grammars and ﬁnite-state automata, contextfree grammars and pushdown automata, context-sensitive grammars and linearbounded automata, and phrase structure grammars and Turing machines. The
theoretical properties of each level of the hierarchy, as well as their relationships,
have been thoroughly investigated [HU79]. Over ﬁnite words and trees, ﬁnitestate automata have been shown to be expressively equivalent to the monadic
second-order logic (MSO) [Büc60,Elg61,TW68]. On the other hand, over inﬁnite
words, Büchi automata and MSO have been proved to have the same expressibility [Büc62]. It is also worth mentioning that algebraic foundations of ﬁnite-state
automata on ﬁnite words and trees have been established. One classical result
in this ﬁeld is that a regular language on ﬁnite words is expressible in ﬁrst-order
logic if and only if the syntactic monoid associated with the language is aperiodic
[Sch65,MP71].
In the last decade, motivated by the formal analysis and veriﬁcation of computer programs and query languages for XML documents and graph databases,
formal models to reason about data values from an inﬁnite domain have become
a research focus of (theoretical) computer science [Seg06,D’A12,Kar16]. In these
models, the alphabet is extended from a ﬁnite set Σ to Σ × D, where D is an
inﬁnite data domain (e.g., the set of integers). These inﬁnite alphabets can be
intuitively interpreted as follows:
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– if Σ denotes the events, then D denotes the time of the events or the identiﬁers
of the processes or threads where the event occurs,
– in XML documents and graph databases, if Σ denotes tags of elements in
XML documents or labels of graph nodes, then D denotes the attributes of
elements or nodes.
In many cases, adding inﬁnite data to the formal models with ﬁnite alphabets leads to undecidability of even very basic algorithmic problems. However,
researchers have managed to discover quite a few remarkable exceptions where
decidability, or even eﬃciency, are preserved. It is usually an art to identify the
trade-oﬀ between decidability and expressiveness, which makes the ﬁeld versatile
and intricate. Nevertheless, this ﬁeld is of vital importance from both theoretical
and practical viewpoints: on the one hand, formal models over inﬁnite alphabets are natural extensions of their counterparts over ﬁnite alphabets, so are of
particular theoretical interests; on the other hand, they are intimately related to
various applications from, for example, formal veriﬁcation and XML databases.
The current chapter aims to provide a tutorial and survey for the state-ofthe-art research in automata and logics over inﬁnite alphabets and, in particular, their applications in program veriﬁcation. This is not the ﬁrst attempt,
because of the importance of the subject. Segouﬁn provided an extensive survey
on automata and logics over inﬁnite alphabets in 2006 [Seg06]. In addition, we
are aware of at least two other related surveys:
– D’Antoni’s survey [D’A12] covered the automata and logics on data words
and trees up to 2012, including register automata, data automata, pebble
automata, symbolic automata, and related logics.
– Chap. 4 of Kara’s dissertation [Kar16] included an up-to-date survey on
automata and logics on data words, for instance, register automata, data
automata, ﬁrst-order logic, and temporal logics on data words.
This chapter provides a broader and up-to-date survey which covers the latest
developments in this ﬁeld (for example, formalisms for reasoning about dynamic
data structures and data-parallel programs).
However, the reader should bear in mind that our survey is by no means comprehensive, nor subsumes the other excellent surveys mentioned above. Indeed,
our selection of material may be subjective with respect to our own research
interests and is bounded by the volume of this chapter. In particular
– we restrict the discussions to ﬁnite words and trees and do not present the
results of these models and logics on ω-words and trees,
– we are mostly driven by program veriﬁcation, so do not include a huge body
of work on atoms (also known as nominal sets or Fraenkel-Mostowski sets)
which are used to deﬁne properties on data words and data trees in an abstract
manner (see, e.g., [Boj13,BKLT13]),
– we do not include the work of extending Petri nets with data [HLL+16],
– ﬁnally, we do not cover the work on the automatic veriﬁcation of databasedriven systems [Via09].
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Plan of the Chapter. Section 2 describes some notations used throughout this
chapter. Section 3 presents register automata and related logics. Section 4 discusses data automata and ﬁrst-order logic on data words. Section 5 introduces
pebble automata, including their various sub-models. Section 6 discusses variable automata and temporal logics with data variable quantiﬁcations. Section 7
is devoted to symbolic automata and transducers. Sections 8 and 9 describe the
formalisms for reasoning about programs manipulating dynamic data structures
and data-parallel programs respectively.

2

Preliminaries

We use N, Z, Q to denote the set of natural numbers, the set of integers, and the
set of rational numbers respectively. For any n ∈ N, we write [n] for {1, · · · , n}.
We make use of a ﬁnite alphabet Σ and an inﬁnite set D of data values.
Words and Data Words. A word w is a ﬁnite sequence over Σ. A data word
w is a ﬁnite sequence over Σ × D. In particular, ε is used to denote the empty
word or data word. A language is a set of words and a data language is a set of
data words. Let w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) be a data word and i ∈ [n]. Then the
type of i in w, denoted by typew (i), is  if i < n and  otherwise. Intuitively, 
means that the current position is not the rightmost position of the data word
and  denotes the negation of this condition. In addition, the Σ-projection of
w, denoted by prjΣ (w), is σ1 . . . σn . When Σ is obvious from the context, we also
write prjΣ (w) as prj(w) for brevity. For a data word w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ), let
|w| denote the length of w, that is, n.
Trees and Data Trees. A tree domain T is a nonempty ﬁnite subset of N∗ such
that (1) for every xi ∈ T with i ∈ N, we have x ∈ T , and (2) for every xi ∈ T
with i ∈ N and every j : 0 ≤ j < i, we have xj ∈ T . In particular, we have ε ∈ T
for every tree domain T . Let t, t ∈ T . We use t a t to denote the fact that t is
an ancestor of t , that is, t = tt for some t ∈ N∗ . In addition, we use t s t
to denote the fact that t a left-sibling of t , that is, t = t i and t = t j for some
t ∈ N∗ such that i ≤ j. A Σ-labeled tree T is pair (T, L), where T is a tree
domain and L : T → Σ is a labeling function. A Σ-labeled data tree T is a pair
(T, L, D), where (T, L) is a Σ-labeled tree, and D : T → D assigns each node a
data value. A tree language is a set of Σ-labeled trees and a data tree language
is a set of Σ-labeled data trees. Let T be a Σ-labeled tree (T, L) or a Σ-labeled
data tree (T, L, D), and t ∈ T . Then the type of t in T , denoted by typeT (t), is
deﬁned as a subset of {, , , } such that
– if ti ∈ T for some i ∈ N, then  ∈ typeT (t), otherwise,  ∈ typeT (t),
– if t = t i and t j ∈ T for some j ∈ N such that j > i, then  ∈ typeT (t),
otherwise,  ∈ typeT (t).
Intuitively,  means that the current node is not a leaf and  denotes the
negation of this condition. Similarly,  means that the current node is not the
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rightmost sibling of its parent and  denotes the negation of this condition. We
use TreeTypes to denote the set of all possible types of nodes in trees or data trees.
More speciﬁcally, TreeTypes = {{type1 , type2 } | type1 ∈ {, }, type2 ∈ {, }}.
When Σ is obvious from the context, we usually use data trees to denote Σlabeled data trees.
Nondeterministic Finite-State Automata (NFA). An NFA A is a tuple
(Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F ) such that Q is a ﬁnite set of states, Σ is a ﬁnite alphabet, q0 ∈ Q
is the initial state, δ ⊆ Q×Σ×Q is a ﬁnite set of transitions, and F ⊆ Q is a ﬁnite
set of ﬁnal states. A deterministic NFA (DFA) is an NFA A = (Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F )
such that for each (q, σ) ∈ Q × Σ, there is at most one q  ∈ Q satisfying that
(q, σ, q  ) ∈ δ. A NFA or DFA A = (Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F ) is complete if for each q ∈ Q
and σ ∈ Σ, there is q  ∈ Q such that (q, σ, q  ) ∈ δ.
The semantics of NFAs is deﬁned as follows: We use δ ∗ to denote the reﬂexive
and transitive closure of δ, that is, (q, ε, q) ∈ δ ∗ and (q, w1 w2 , q  ) ∈ δ ∗ iﬀ there is
q  ∈ Q such that (q, w1 , q  ) ∈ δ ∗ and (q  , w2 , q  ) ∈ δ ∗ . A word w is accepted by
an NFA A = (Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F ) if (q0 , w, q  ) ∈ δ ∗ for some q  ∈ F . Let L(A) denote
the language deﬁned by A, that is, the set of words accepted by A.
The following decision problems are considered for NFAs:
– Nonemptiness problem: Given an NFA A, decide whether L(A) = ∅.
– Universality problem: Given an NFA A, decide whether L(A) = Σ ∗ .
– Language inclusion problem: Given two NFAs A1 and A2 , decide whether
L(A1 ) ⊆ L(A2 ).
– Equivalence problem: Given two NFAs A1 and A2 , decide whether L(A1 ) =
L(A2 ).
A language L ⊆ Σ ∗ is regular if there is an NFA A deﬁning L, that is, L = L(A).
Given a regular language L, the complement language of L is Σ ∗ \L. We say that
NFAs are closed under intersection (resp. union) if for every pair of NFAs A1 and
A2 , there is an NFA A such that L(A) = L(A1 ) ∩ L(A2 ) (resp. L(A) = L(A1 ) ∪
L(A2 )). On the other hand, NFAs are closed under complementation if for each
NFA A, there is an NFA A such that L(A ) = Σ ∗ \ L(A). A complete DFA
A = (Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F ) is minimal if for each complete DFA A = (Q , Σ, q0 , δ  , F  )
such that L(A) = L(A ), it holds that |Q| ≤ |Q |.
Theorem 1 ([HU79]). The following results hold for NFAs:
– NFAs are closed under all Boolean operations (i.e. intersection, union and
complementation).
– For each NFA, an equivalent DFA can be constructed in exponential time.
– For each regular language L, there is an unique minimal complete DFA (up to
isomorphism) deﬁning L.
– The nonemptiness problem of NFAs is in NLOGSPACE and the universality
problem (as well as language inclusion problem and equivalence problem) of
NFAs is PSPACE-complete.
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Many-Sorted First-Order Logic. We assume a signature Ω = (S, F, P), where
S is a countable set of sorts, F is a countable set of function symbols, and P is
a countable set of predicate symbols. Each function and predicate symbol has an
associated arity, which is a tuple of sorts in S. A function symbol with a single
sort is called a constant. A predicate symbol with a single sort is called a set,
which intuitively denotes a set of elements of that sort.
An Ω-term is built as usual from the function symbols in F and variables
taken from a set X that is disjoint from S, F, and P. Each variable x ∈ X
has an associated sort in S. In addition, we assume that the variables in X
are linearly ordered X . When writing t(x ) for a vector of distinct variables
x such that x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) follows the ascending order of the linear order
X , we assume that the variables occurring in the term t are from x . For a
term t(x ) of sort s such that x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) and each xi for i ∈ [n] is of
sort si ∈ S, the term t is said to be of arity (s1 × · · · × sn ) → s. In addition,
for a vector of terms (t1 , . . . , tm ) such that all the variables of t1 , . . . , tm are
from x = (x1 , . . . , xn ), if x1 X x2 X · · · X xn , each xi for i ∈ [n] is
of sort si , and each tj for j ∈ [m] is of sort sj , then (t1 , . . . , tm ) is said to
a term of arity
be a term of arity (s1 , . . . , sn ) → (s1 , . . . , sm ). For readability,

(s1 , . . . , sn ) → (s1 , . . . , sm ) is also called a (s1 , . . . , sn ) (s1 , . . . , sm )-term. We
use (t1 , . . . , tm )(x ) to denote a vector of terms whose variables are from x . For
convenience, we also write t(x ) as λx . t and (t1 , . . . , tm )(x ) as λx . (t1 , . . . , tm ).
We assume the standard notions of Ω-atoms, Ω-literals, and Ω-formulae,
whose deﬁnitions can be found in some textbooks on mathematical logic (see
e.g. [Gal85]). The set of free variables of a Ω-formula ψ is denoted by free(ψ).
When writing ψ(x ), we assume that the free variables of ψ are from x . For a
formula ψ(x ) such that x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) and each xi for i ∈ [n] is of sort si ∈ S,
the formula ψ is said to be of arity s1 × · · · × sn . A formula ψ that contains
exactly one free variable (resp. two, n ≥ 3 free variables) is called a unary (resp.
binary, n-ary) Ω-formula. A formula ψ contains no free variables is called a 0ary formula, aka a sentence. For i, j ∈ N\{0}, a formula ψ(x ) of arity sj (where
x = (x1 , . . . , xj )), and an si /sj -term f = (f1 , . . . , fj ), we use ψ[f /x ] to denote
the formula obtained from ψ by simultaneously replacing x1 with f1 , . . . , and
xj with fj .
An Ω-interpretation I maps: (i) each sort s ∈ S to a set sI , (ii) each function
symbol f ∈ F of arity s1 × · · · × sn → s to a total function f I : sI1 × · · · × sIn → sI
if n > 0, and to an element of sI if n = 0, and (iii) each predicate symbol p ∈ P
of sort s1 × · · · × sn to a subset of pI ⊆ sI1 × · · · sIn . An Ω-assignment η maps
each variable x ∈ X of sort s ∈ S to an element of sI .
– For a term t, the interpretation of t under (I, η) for an Ω-interpretation I and
Ω-assignment η, denoted by t(I,η) , can be deﬁned inductively on the syntax
of terms.
– The satisﬁability relation between pairs of an Ω-interpretation and an Ωassignment, and Ω-formulae, written I |=η ψ, is deﬁned inductively, as usual.
We say that (I, η) is a model of ψ if I |=η ψ. For an Ω-sentence ψ, we also write
I |= ψ if there is an Ω-assignment η such that I |=η ψ.
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Let Ω be a signature and I be a set of Ω-interpretations. Then Th(I), the
Ω-theory associated with I, is the set of Ω-sentences ψ such that for each I ∈ I,
I |= ψ.
Linear Temporal Logic. Let Σ be an alphabet. Then linear temporal logic (LTL)
over Σ is deﬁned by the following rules,
ϕ = σ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | X ϕ | ϕ U ϕ,
def

where σ ∈ Σ.
Some additional temporal operators, F and G, can be derived from U, Fϕ1 ≡
true U ϕ1 and Gϕ1 ≡ ¬F¬ϕ1 .
LTL formulae ϕ are interpreted on pairs (w, i), where w is a word over Σ and
i is a position of w. The semantics is formalised as a relation (w, i) |= ϕ deﬁned
as follows. Let ϕ be an LTL formula, w = σ1 . . . σn be a word, and i ∈ [n].
–
–
–
–
–

(w, i) |= σ iﬀ σi = σ,
(w, i) |= ¬ϕ1 iﬀ not (w, i) |= ϕ1 ,
(w, i) |= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iﬀ (w, i) |= ϕ1 or (w, i) |= ϕ2 ,
(w, i) |= X ϕ1 iﬀ i < n and (w, i + 1) |= ϕ1 ,
(w, i) |= ϕ1 U ϕ2 iﬀ there is k : i ≤ k ≤ n such that (w, k) |= ϕ2 and for each
j : i ≤ j < k, (w, j) |= ϕ1 .

In addition, LTL formulae can be turned into positive normal forms, where
the negation symbols are only before atomic formulae, by introducing the dual
operators X and R for X and U, that is, Xϕ1 ≡ ¬X¬ϕ1 and ϕ1 R ϕ2 ≡
¬((¬ϕ1 ) U (¬ϕ2 )). To help understand the semantics of R, we present its semantics explicitly here: (w, i) |= ϕ1 R ϕ2 iﬀ either for all k : i ≤ k ≤ n, we have
(w, k) |= ϕ2 , or there is k : i ≤ k ≤ n such that (w, k) |= ϕ1 , and for each
j : i ≤ j ≤ k, (w, j) |= ϕ2 . For instance, ¬F(a ∧ XGb) can be turned into the
positive normal form G(a ∨ XF¬b).
More speciﬁcally, the positive normal forms of LTL formulae are deﬁned by
the following rules,
ϕ = σ | ¬σ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | X ϕ | Xϕ | ϕ U ϕ | ϕ R ϕ,
def

where σ ∈ Σ.

3

Register Automata, LTL with Freeze Quantifiers,
and XPath

Kaminski and Francez initialised the research of automata models over inﬁnite alphabets. They introduced nondeterministic register automata ([KF94]),
an extension of ﬁnite state automata with a set of registers which can store a
symbol from an inﬁnite alphabet.
Let R be a ﬁnite set of registers. In addition, we assume that cur ∈ R is a
distinguished register which stores the data value in the current position of data
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words. We use Rc to denote R ∪ {cur}. A guard formula over R is deﬁned by
def
the rules g = true | false | r1 = r2 | r1 = r2 | g ∧ g | g ∨ g, where r1 , r2 ∈ Rc .
Let GR denote the set of all guard formulae over R. An assignment η over R is
a partial function from R to Rc . Let AR denote the set of assignments over R.
A valuation ρ over R is a function from Rc to D. For a valuation η, r ∈ Rc ,
and d ∈ D, we use η[d/r] to denote the valuation which is the same as η, except
that d is assigned to the register r.
Deﬁnition 1 (Nondeterministic register automata). A nondeterministic
register automaton (NRA) A is a tuple (Q, Σ, R, q0 , τ0 , δ, F ) where:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Q is a ﬁnite set of states,
Σ is the ﬁnite alphabet,
R is a ﬁnite set of registers,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
τ0 : R → D assigns initial values to the registers;
δ ⊆ Q × Σ × GR × AR × Q is a ﬁnite set of transition rules (for readability,
(σ,g,η)

we also write a transition (q, σ, g, η, q  ) as q −−−−→ q  ),
– F ⊆ Q is the set of ﬁnal states.
Semantics of NRAs. Given an NRA A = (Q, R, q0 , τ0 , δ, F ), a conﬁguration of A
is a pair (q, ρ), where q ∈ Q and ρ is a valuation. A conﬁguration (q, ρ) is said to
be initial if q = q0 and ρ(r) = τ0 (r) for each r ∈ R. A run of A over a data word
w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) is a sequence of conﬁgurations (q0 , ρ0 ) . . . (qn , ρn ) such
that (q0 , ρ0 ) is the initial conﬁguration, and for each i ∈ [n], there is a transition
(σi ,gi ,ηi )

qi−1 −−−−−−→ qi in δ such that ρi−1 [di /cur] |= gi and ρi is obtained from ρi−1 and
ηi as follows: for each r ∈ R, if r ∈ dom(ηi ), then ρi (r) = (ρi−1 [di /cur])(ηi (r)),
otherwise, ρi (r) = ρi−1 (r). A run is said to be accepting if qn ∈ F . A data word
w is said to be accepted by A if there is an accepting run of A on w. Let L(A)
denote the set of data words accepted by A. We say that a data language L is
deﬁned by an NRA A if L(A) = L.
Example 1. Let Σ = {a}. The NRA illustrated in Fig. 1 deﬁnes the data language L “in the data word, a data value occurs twice”, where q0 is the initial
state, q2 is an accepting state, and ∅ denotes the assignment with the empty
domain.

Fig. 1. An example of NRAs: “a data value occurs twice”
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A deterministic NRA (DRA) is an NRA A = (Q, R, q0 , τ0 , δ, F ) such that for
each pair of distinct transitions (q, σ, g1 , η1 , q1 ) and (q, σ, g2 , η2 , q2 ) in A, it holds
that g1 ∧ g2 is unsatisﬁable.
Theorem 2 ([KF94,NSV01,DL09]). The following results hold for NRAs:
– NRAs are closed under union and intersection, but not closed under
complementation.
– The nonemptiness problem of NRAs is PSPACE-complete, the universality
problem of NRAs (as well as the language inclusion and equivalence problems)
is undecidable.
– The nonemptiness, language inclusion, and equivalence problems of DRAs are
PSPACE-complete.
For instance, the complement of the data language L in Example 1, that is,
the data language comprising the data words where each data value occurs at
most once, cannot be deﬁned by NRAs. Intuitively, to guarantee that each data
value occurs at most once, one needs unbounded many registers to store the data
values that have been met so far when reading a data word from left to right.
Researchers also considered two extensions of nondeterministic register
automata, alternating register automata and two-way nondeterministic register
automata.
We next deﬁne alternating register automata over data words. We follow the
notations in [Fig12].
Deﬁnition 2 (Alternating register automata). An alternating register
automaton with k registers (ARAk ) over data words is a tuple A =
(Σ, R, Q, q0 , τ0 , δ), where R = {r1 , . . . , rk } is a set of k registers, Σ, Q, q0 , τ0
are the same as those in NRAs, and δ : Q → Φ is the transition function, where
Φ is deﬁned by the following grammar,
Φ = true | false | σ | σ | ? | ? | eqr | eqr | q ∨ q  | q ∧ q  | storer (q) | q,
def

where r ∈ R and q, q  ∈ Q.
Intuitively, σ, σ are used to detect the occurrences of letters from Σ. ? and
? are used to describe the types of positions in data words, eqr and eqr are
used to check whether the data value in the register r is equal to the current
one, q ∨ q  makes a nondeterministic choice, q ∧ q  creates two threads with the
state q and q  respectively, storer (q) stores the current data value to the register
r and transfers to the state q, q moves the reading head of the current thread
one position to the right and transfers to the state q.
Semantics of ARAs. For deﬁning semantics of ARAs, we introduce the concept
of conﬁgurations.
Let A be an ARAk . A conﬁguration c of A is a tuple (i, α, σ, d, Λ), where
i ∈ N \ {0} denotes a position of a data word, α ∈ {, } denotes the type of
position i in the data word, (σ, d) ∈ Σ × D is the letter-data pair in position
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i, Λ ⊆ Q × DR is a ﬁnite set of active threads in position i where each thread
(q, ρ) ∈ Λ denotes that the state of the thread is q and the valuation of the
registers of the thread is ρ. Let CA denote the set of conﬁgurations of A.
To deﬁne runs of A on data words, we introduce two types of transition relations on conﬁgurations, the non-moving relation −→ ⊆ PA ×PA and the moving
relation −→ ⊆ CA × CA . For a given conﬁguration c = (i, α, σ, d, {(q, ρ)} ∪ Λ),
the non-moving relation updates a thread (q, ρ) of c according to the transition
function δ(q), and does not move the reading head. Formally, −→ ⊆ CA × CA is
deﬁned as follows,
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

(i, α, σ, d, {(q, ρ)} ∪ Λ) −→ (i, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = true;
(i, α, σ, d, {(q, ρ)} ∪ Λ) −→ (i, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = σ;
(i, α, σ, d, {(q, ρ)} ∪ Λ) −→ (i, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = σ  and σ = σ  ;
(i, α, σ, d, {(q, ρ)} ∪ Λ) −→ (i, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = ? and α = ;
(i, α, σ, d, {(q, ρ)} ∪ Λ) −→ (i, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = ? and α = ;
(i, α, σ, d, {(q, ρ)} ∪ Λ) −→ (i, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = eqr and ρ(r) = d;
(i, α, σ, d, {(q, ρ)} ∪ Λ) −→ (i, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = eqr and ρ(r) = d;
for j = 1, 2, (i, α, σ, d, {(q, ρ)}∪Λ) −→ (i, α, σ, d, {(qj , ρ)}∪Λ), if δ(q) = q1 ∨q2 ;
(i, α, σ, d, {(q, ρ)} ∪ Λ) −→ (i, α, σ, d, {(q1 , ρ), (q2 , ρ)} ∪ Λ), if δ(q) = q1 ∧ q2 ;
(i, α, σ, d, {(q, ρ)} ∪ Λ) −→ (i, α, σ, d, {(q  , ρ )} ∪ Λ), if δ(q) = storer (q  ) and
ρ = ρ[di /r].

A conﬁguration (i, α, σ, d, Λ) is moving if α = , Λ = ∅, and for every (q, ρ) ∈ Λ,
we have δ(q) = q  . The moving relation −→ advances some threads of a
moving conﬁguration to the right. More precisely,
(i, α, σ, d, Λ) −→ (i + 1, α , σ  , d , Λ ),
if (i, α, σ, d, Λ) is a moving conﬁguration, α ∈ {, }, σ  ∈ Σ, d ∈ D, and
Λ = {(q  , ρ) | (q, ρ) ∈ Λ, δ(q) = q  }.
Finally, we deﬁne the transition relation  = −→ε ∪ −→ .
A run of A over a data word w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) is a sequence of conﬁgurations C0 . . . Cm such that
– C0 = (1, typew (1), σ1 , d1 , {(q0 , τ0 )}),
– for each j ∈ [m], there is i ∈ [n] such that Cj = (i, typew (i), σi , di , Λ),
– for each j ∈ [m], Cj−1  Cj .
A run C0 . . . Cm is accepting if Cm = (i, typew (i), σi , di , ∅) for some i ∈ [n]. A
data word w is accepted by A if there is an accepting run of A over w. Let L(A)
denote the set of data words accepted by A.
Example 2. Let Σ = {a}. Then the ARA1 A = ({q0 , q1 , . . . , q7 , qa , qeqr }, Σ, R =
{r}, q0 , τ0 , δ) deﬁnes the data language “in the data word, no data values occur
twice”, that is, the complement language of L in Example 1. Here τ0 (r) = c for
some arbitrary c ∈ D, δ(q0 ) = qa ∧ q1 , δ(qa ) = a, δ(q1 ) = storer (q2 ), δ(q2 ) = q3 ,
δ(q3 ) = qa ∧ q4 , δ(q4 ) = qeqr ∧ q5 , δ(qeqr ) = eqr , δ(q5 ) = q6 ∧ q7 , δ(q6 ) = q3 ,
δ(q7 ) = storer (q3 ). Intuitively, in each position, the data value in the position is
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stored into the register r and a new thread is created, moreover, this data value
(stored in r) will be checked to be diﬀerent from each data value in the right of
the position.
Theorem 3 ([DL09,Fig12]). The following facts hold for ARAk ’s:
– For each k ≥ 1, ARAk ’s are closed under all Boolean operations.
– The nonemptiness problem of ARA2 ’s is undecidable.
– The nonemptiness problem of ARA1 ’s is decidable and non-primitive
recursive.
The nonemptiness of ARA1 was proved by deﬁning a well-quasi-order over
the set of conﬁgurations and utilising the framework of well-structured transition
systems to achieve the decidability.
In [DL09], alternating register automata were introduced to solve the satisﬁability problem of LTL with freezing quantiﬁers. Therefore, in the following,
we deﬁne LTL with freezing quantiﬁers and illustrate how the satisﬁability of
LTL with freeze quantiﬁers can be reduced to the nonemptiness of alternating
register automata.
Deﬁnition 3 (LTL with freeze quantiﬁers). Let R = {r1 , . . . , rk }. The syntax of Linear Temporal Logic with freeze quantiﬁers over Σ and R (denoted by
LTL↓k ) is deﬁned by the following rules,
ϕ = σ | ↓ri ϕ | ↑ri | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ | Xϕ | ϕ U ϕ,
def

where σ ∈ Σ, ri ∈ R.
Semantics of LTL↓k . LTL↓k formulae are interpreted over a tuple (w, j, ρ), where
w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) is a data word, j ∈ [n] is a position of w, and ρ is an
assignment over R. The semantics of LTL↓k is classical for Boolean and temporal
operators. For the modalities σ, ↓ri and ↑ri ,
– (w, j, ρ) |= σ, if σj = σ,
– (w, j, ρ) |=↓ri ϕ, if (w, j, ρ[dj /ri ]) |= ϕ,
– (w, j, ρ) |=↑ri if ρ(ri ) = dj .
An LTL↓k formula ϕ is said to be closed if each occurrence of ↑ri is in the scope
of an occurrence of ↓ri . For a closed LTL↓k formula ϕ, if (w, 1, ρ) |= ϕ, then
(w, 1, ρ ) |= ϕ for any assignment ρ . We deﬁne L(ϕ) as the set of data words w
such that (w, 1, ρ) |= ϕ for some ρ. A data language L is said to be deﬁned by a
closed LTL↓k formula ϕ if L(ϕ) = L. An LTL↓k formula ϕ is said to be satisﬁable
if L(ϕ) = ∅.
Similarly to LTL, LTL↓k formulae can be turned into positive normal form,
that is, the formulae where the negation symbols are only before atomic formulae
σ and ↑ri .
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Example 3. The LTL↓1 formula G(↓r1 ¬XF ↑r1 ) deﬁnes the data language in
Example 2. In addition, the LTL↓1 formula G(a → ↓r1 F(b∧ ↑r1 )), or G(¬a∨ ↓r1
F(b∧ ↑r1 )) in positive normal form, deﬁnes the data language “for each occurrence of a, there is an occurrence of b on the right with the same data value”.
Theorem 4 ([DL09]). The following facts hold for LTL↓k :
– The satisﬁability problem of LTL↓2 is undecidable.
– The satisﬁability problem of LTL↓1 is decidable.
From each LTL↓1 formula, an equivalent ARA1 can be constructed by an easy
induction on the syntax of the positive normal form of LTL↓1 formulae. Then the
decidability of LTL↓1 follows from Theorem 3. We use the following example to
illustrate the construction of ARA1 from LTL↓1 formulae.
Example 4. Consider the LTL↓1 formula ϕ = G(¬a ∨ ↓r1 F(b∧ ↑r1 )). From ϕ, we
construct an ARA1 Aϕ as follows:
– The set of states are qψ , where ψ is a subformula of ϕ or ψ = Xψ1 where ψ1
is a subformula of ϕ.
– The initial state is qϕ .
– The transition function δ is deﬁned as follows.
• δ(qϕ ) = q¬a∨ ↓r1 F(b∧↑r1 ) ∧ qXϕ , δ(qXϕ ) = qϕ ,
• δ(q¬a∨ ↓r1 F(b∧↑r1 ) ) = q¬a ∨ q↓r1 F(b∧↑r1 ) , δ(q¬a ) = a, δ(q↓r1 F(b∧↑r1 ) ) =
storer1 (qF(b∧↑r1 ) ),
• δ(qF(b∧↑r1 ) ) = qb∧↑r1 ∨ qXF(b∧↑r1 ) ,
• δ(qb∧↑r1 ) = qb ∧ q↑r1 , δ(qb ) = b, δ(q↑r1 ) = eqr1 , δ(qXF(b∧↑r1 ) ) = qF(b∧↑r1 ) .
Two-way nondeterministic register automata can be deﬁned as an extension
of nondeterministic register automata in the same way as the two-way extension of ﬁnite-state automata. It turns out that the nonemptiness of two-way
deterministic register automata is already undecidable.
Theorem 5 ([DL09]). The nonemptiness problem of two-way deterministic register automata is undecidable.
Alternating register automata on unranked trees have also been considered,
mainly motivated to solve the satisﬁability problem of fragments of Data-XPath
(XPath with data value comparisons). In the following, we introduce a model
of alternating one-register tree automata with guess and spread mechanism,
denoted by ATRA1 (guess, spread), then illustrate how the satisﬁability of forward Data-XPath, a fragment of Data-XPath containing only forward navigation
modalities, can be reduced to the nonemptiness of ATRA1 (guess, spread).
Deﬁnition 4 (Alternating one-register tree automata with guess and
spread mechanism). An alternating one-register tree automaton with the guess
and spread mechanism (denoted by ATRA1 (guess, spread)) A is deﬁned as a
tuple (Σ, Q, q0 , τ0 , δ), such that Σ, Q, q0 are as in ARA1 , τ0 ∈ D denotes the
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initial value of the (unique) register, and δ : Q → Φ is the transition function,
where Φ is deﬁned by the following grammar,
Φ = true | false | σ | σ | ? | ? | eq | eq | q ∨ q  | q ∧ q  |
store(q) | q | q | guess(q) | spread(q, q  ),
def

where q, q  ∈ Q, and  ∈ {, }. An ATRA1 is an ATRA1 (guess, spread)
without guess and spread mechanisms.
Semantics of ATRA1 (guess, spread). Let A be an ATRA1 (guess, spread). We
introduce the concepts of node conﬁgurations and tree conﬁgurations as follows.
A node conﬁguration c of A is a tuple (t, α, σ, d, Λ), where t ∈ N∗ , α ∈
TreeTypes, σ ∈ Σ, d ∈ D, and Λ ⊆ Q × D is a ﬁnite set of active threads where
each thread (q, d) ∈ Λ denotes that the state of the thread is q and the register
holds the data value d.
A tree conﬁguration C of A is a ﬁnite set of node conﬁgurations. Let NA
denote the set of node conﬁgurations of A, and TA ⊆ 2NA be the set of tree conﬁgurations. In addition, to deﬁne a run of A, we introduce two types of transition
relations, the non-moving relation −→ ⊆ NA × NA and the moving relation
−→ ⊆ NA × NA . For a given node conﬁguration c = (t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ),
the non-moving relation updates a thread (q, d ) of c according to the transition
function δ(q), and does not move the reading head. Formally, −→ ⊆ NA × NA
is deﬁned as follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

(t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = true;
(t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = σ;
(t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = σ  and σ = σ  ;
(t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = ? and  ∈ α, where
 =  or ;
(t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = ? and  ∈ α, where
 =  or ;
(t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = eq and d = d;
(t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, Λ), if δ(q) = eq and d = d;
for j = 1, 2, (t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, {(qj , d )} ∪ Λ), if δ(q) =
q1 ∨ q 2 ;
(t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, {(q1 , d ), (q2 , d )} ∪ Λ), if δ(q) = q1 ∧ q2 ;
(t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, {(q  , d)} ∪ Λ), if δ(q) = store(q  ).
(t, α, σ, d, {(q, d )} ∪ Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, {(q  , d )} ∪ Λ) for each d ∈ D, if δ(q) =
guess(q  ).
(t, α, σ, d, Λ) −→ (t, α, σ, d, {(q  , d ) | (q, d ) ∈ Λ} ∪ Λ), if δ(q) = spread(q, q  ).

A node conﬁguration (t, α, σ, d, Λ) is moving if
– Λ = ∅, and for every (q, d) ∈ Λ, we have δ(q) = q  or q  ,
– if there is (q, d) ∈ Λ such that δ(q) = q  , then  ∈ α, where  =  or .
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The moving relation −→ (resp. −→ ) advances some threads of a moving node conﬁguration to its leftmost child (resp. to its right sibling). Suppose
(t, α, σ, d, Λ) is a moving node conﬁguration.
– If  ∈ α, then
(t, α, σ, d, Λ) −→ (t0, α , σ  , d , Λ ),
where α ∈ TreeTypes, σ  ∈ Σ, d ∈ D, and Λ = {(q  , d) | (q, d) ∈ Λ, δ(q) =
q  }.
– If  ∈ α and t = t i, then
(t, α, σ, d, Λ) −→ (t (i + 1), α , σ  , d , Λ ),
where α ∈ TreeTypes, σ  ∈ Σ, d ∈ D, and Λ = {(q  , d) | (q, d) ∈ Λ, δ(q) =
q  }.
The transition relation  of tree conﬁgurations is deﬁned as follows. Let
C1 , C2 be two tree conﬁgurations. Then C1  C2 if one of the following conditions hold:
– C1 = {c} ∪ C  and C2 = {c } ∪ C  such that c −→ε c .
– C1 = {c} ∪ C  , c = (t, α, σ, d, Λ), α = {, }, C2 = {c } ∪ C  such that
c −→ c .
– C1 = {c} ∪ C  , c = (t, α, σ, d, Λ), α = {, }, C2 = {c } ∪ C  such that
c −→ c .
– C1 = {c} ∪ C  , c = (t, α, σ, d, Λ), α = {, }, C2 = {c1 , c2 } ∪ C  such that
c −→ c1 and c −→ c2 .
A run of A over a data tree T = (T, L, D) is a sequence of tree conﬁgurations
C0 . . . Cn such that
– C0 = {(ε, typeT (ε), L(ε), D(ε), {(q0 , τ0 )})},
– for each i ∈ [n] and each (t, α, σ, d, Λ) ∈ Ci , we have t ∈ T , α = typeT (t),
σ = L(t), and d = D(t),
– for each i ∈ [n], Ci−1  Ci .
A run C0 . . . Cn is accepting if Cn ⊆ {(t, typeT (t), L(t), D(t), ∅) | t ∈ T }. A data
tree T is accepted by A if there is an accepting run of A over T . Let L(A) denote
the set of data trees accepted by A.
Theorem 6 ([Fig12]). The
ATRA1 (guess, spread)’s:

following

results

hold

for

ATRA1 ’s

and

– ATRA1 ’s are closed under all Boolean operations. On the other hand,
ATRA1 (guess, spread)’s are closed under union and intersection, but not
closed under complementation.
– The nonemptiness problem of ATRA1 (guess, spread)’s is decidable and nonprimitive recursive.
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It was shown in [Fig12] that the data tree language L in Example 5 is not deﬁnable in ATRA1 (guess, spread)’s. On the other hand, the complement of L is deﬁnable in ATRA1 (guess, spread)’s. This demonstrates that ATRA1 (guess, spread)’s
are not closed under complementation. Similarly to ARA1 ’s, the decidability of
the nonemptiness problem of ATRA1 (guess, spread)’s is also proved by utilising
well-structured transition systems.
Data trees can also be seen as an abstraction of XML documents. XPath is
a widely used query and navigation language for XML documents.
Deﬁnition 5 (Data-aware XPath). Let O ⊆ {↓, ↑, →, ←, ↓∗ , ↑∗ , →∗ , ←∗ }.
Data-aware XPath with set of axes from O, denoted by XPath(O, =), comprises
two types of formulae, path expressions α and node expressions ϕ, deﬁned as
follows:
α = o | [ϕ] | α · α, where o ∈ O,
def

ϕ = σ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | α | α = α | α = α, where σ ∈ Σ.
def

Suppose F = {↓, →, ↓∗ , →∗ }. Then we call XPath(F, =) as the forward fragment
of XPath(O, =).
Semantics of XPath( O, =). XPath(O, =) formulae are interpreted on data trees
T = (T, L, D). The semantics of path expressions and node expressions are
speciﬁed by [[α]]T ⊆ T × T and [[ϕ]]T ⊆ T as follows:
[[↓]]T = {(t, ti) | ti ∈ T }, [[↑]]T = {(ti, t) | ti ∈ T },
[[→]]T = {(ti, t(i + 1)) | t(i + 1) ∈ T }, [[←]]T = {(t(i + 1), ti) | t(i + 1) ∈ T },
[[↓∗ ]]T = {(t, t ) | t, t ∈ T, t a t }, [[↑∗ ]]T = {(t , t) | t, t ∈ T, t a t },
[[→∗ ]]T = {(t, t ) | t, t ∈ T, t s t }, [[←∗ ]]T = {(t , t) | t, t ∈ T, t s t },
[[[ϕ]]]T = {(t, t) | t ∈ [[ϕ]]T },
[[α1 · α2 ]]T = {(t, t ) ∈ T × T | ∃t ∈ T. (t, t ) ∈ [[α1 ]]T , (t , t ) ∈ [[α2 ]]T },
[[σ]]T = {t ∈ T | L(t) = σ}, [[¬ϕ]]T = T \ [[ϕ]]T ,
[[ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ]]T = [[ϕ1 ]]T ∪ [[ϕ2 ]]T , [[ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ]]T = [[ϕ1 ]]T ∩ [[ϕ2 ]]T ,
[[α]]T = {t ∈ T | ∃t . (t, t ) ∈ [[α]]T },
[[α1 = α2 ]]T = {t ∈ T | ∃t , t . (t, t ) ∈ [[α1 ]]T , (t, t ) ∈ [[α2 ]]T , D(t ) =
D(t )},
– [[α1 = α2 ]]T = {t ∈ T | ∃t , t . (t, t ) ∈ [[α1 ]]T , (t, t ) ∈ [[α2 ]]T , D(t ) =
D(t )}.

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Let ϕ be a node expression in XPath(O, =) and T be a data tree. Then T
satisﬁes ϕ, denoted by T |= ϕ, if ε ∈ [[ϕ]]T . We use L(ϕ) denote the set of data
trees satisfying ϕ. The satisﬁability problem of XPath(O, =) is deﬁned as follows:
Given a node expression ϕ, decide whether L(ϕ) = ∅. The query containment
problem of XPath(O, =) is deﬁned as follows: Given two node expressions ϕ1 , ϕ2 ,
decide whether L(ϕ1 ) ⊆ L(ϕ2 ). Since the node expressions of XPath(O, =) are
closed under complementation, it follows that the query containment problem
of XPath(O, =) can be reduced to the satisﬁability problem.
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Example 5. Let L be the data tree language comprising the data trees such that
“no data values in two distinct positions are the same”. Then L can be deﬁned
by the XPath(F, =) formula ϕ,
ϕ = ¬↓∗ [αε =↓+  ∨ ↓∗ =→+ ↓∗ ],
def

def 
where αε = [ σ∈Σ σ], ↓+ =↓ · ↓∗ and →+ =→ · →∗ .

Theorem 7 ([Fig12]). The satisﬁability problem (hence the query containment
problem) of XPath(F, =) is decidable.
Theorem 7 is proved by a reduction to the nonemptiness of ATRA1 (guess,
spread), that is, for each XPath(F, =) node expression ϕ, an ATRA1 (guess,
spread) Aϕ can be constructed such that ϕ is satisﬁable iﬀ Aϕ is nonempty.
Nevertheless, although the satisﬁability of XPath(F, =) can be reduced to the
nonemptiness of ATRA1 (guess, spread), ATRA1 (guess, spread)’s are still unable
to capture XPath(F, =). For instance, the XPath(F, =) formula ϕ in Example 5
is not deﬁnable in ATRA1 (guess, spread)’s [Fig12].
Further Reading. Kaminski and Tan initialised the investigation on regular
expressions over inﬁnite alphabets in [KT06]. Later on, with the motivations
from path query processing in graph databases, Libkin et al. revisited this topic,
proposed regular expressions with memories, and showed they are expressively
equivalent to NRAs [LTV15]. Cheng and Kaminski investigated context free
languages over inﬁnite alphabets and showed that context free grammars over
inﬁnite alphabets and pushdown register automata are expressively equivalent
[CK98]. Murawski et al. showed that the emptiness problem of pushdown register
automata is EXPTIME-complete [MRT14].

4

Data Automata and First-Order Logic on Data Words

In the following, we will introduce data automata and its variants, as well as
ﬁrst-order logic on data words. Data automata were introduced by Bojanczyk
et al. in [BMS+06,BDM+11], aiming at solving the satisﬁability problem of
ﬁrst-order logic with two variables on data words.
We introduce some additional notations for data words ﬁrst.
Let w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) be a data word and i ∈ [n]. The proﬁle of w,
denoted by prof(w), is σ1 . . . σn such that σ1 = (σ, ⊥), and for each i : 2 ≤ i ≤ n,
σi = (σ, ) if di = di−1 , and σi = (σ, ⊥) otherwise. A class of w is a maximal
nonempty set of positions X ⊆ [n] with the same data value. Let X ⊆ [n]. Then
w|X denotes the restriction of w to the set of positions in X. For instance, let
w = (a, 1)(b, 2)(a, 2)(b, 1), then prof(w) = (a, ⊥)(b, ⊥)(a, )(b, ⊥), the class of w
corresponding to the data value 1 is X = {1, 4}, and w|X = (a, 1)(b, 1).
The concept of class strings is used in the deﬁnition of data automata and
its variants.
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Deﬁnition 6 (Class strings). Suppose the alphabet Σ satisﬁes that 0, 1 ∈ Σ.
For a data word w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) and a class X of w:
– the X-class string of w, denoted by cstrX (w), is deﬁned as w|X ,
– the position-preserving X-class string of w, denoted by pcstrX (w), is deﬁned
as the word σ1 . . . σn such that for each i ∈ [n], if i ∈ X, then σi = σi ,
otherwise, σi = 0,
– the letter-preserving X-class string of w, denoted by lcstrX (w), is deﬁned as
the word (σ1 , b1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) such that for each i ∈ [n], if i ∈ X, then bi = 1,
otherwise, bi = 0.
Example 6. Suppose w = (a, 1)(b, 2)(a, 2)(b, 1) and X = {1, 4}. Then cstrX (w) =
w|X = ab, pcstrX (w) = a00b, and lcstrX (w) = (a, 1)(b, 0)(a, 0)(b, 1).
Deﬁnition 7 (Data automata). A data automaton (DA) D is a tuple (A, B)
s.t. A = (Q1 , Σ × {⊥, }, Γ, q1,0 , δ1 , F1 ) is a nondeterministic letter-to-letter
transducer over ﬁnite words from the alphabet Σ × {⊥, } to some output alphabet Γ , and B = (Q2 , Γ, q2,0 , δ2 , F2 ), called the class condition, is a ﬁnite-state
automaton over Γ .
Semantics of DAs. We ﬁrst introduce the concept of class strings. Let D = (A, B)
be a DA and w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) be a data word. Then w is accepted by
D if over prof(w), the transducer A produces a word γ1 . . . γn over the alphabet
Γ , such that for each class X of w = (γ1 , d1 ) . . . (γn , dn ), cstrX (w ), the X-class
string of w , is accepted by B. Let L(D) denote the set of data words accepted
by D.
Example 7. Let Σ = {a}. Then the data language comprising the “data words
where at least one data value occurs twice” is accepted by the data automaton
D = (A, B) (see Fig. 2, where (a, ⊥)/# denotes the input and output letter are
(a, ⊥) and #, similarly for (a, )/#, and so on), where

Fig. 2. An example of data automata
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– A, upon reading prof(w) for a data word w, guesses two positions, relabels the
two positions by $, and relabels all the other positions by #,
– and B accepts the language #∗ $#∗ $#∗ ∪ #∗ .
Let w = (a, 1)(a, 2)(a, 3)(a, 1). Then A produces a word $##$ on prof(w). Since
the three class strings of w = ($, 1)(#, 2)(#, 3)($, 1), that is, $$, #, and #, are
accepted by B, it follows that w is accepted by D.
On the other hand, let Σ = {a, b}, then the data language comprising the data
words w such that “for each occurrence of a, there is an occurrence of b in
the right with the same data value” can be accepted by the data automaton
D = (A , B  ), where
– A is the transducer that outputs a (resp. b) when reading (a, ⊥) or (a, )
(resp. (b, ⊥) or (b, )),
– and B  is the ﬁnite-state automaton accepting a∗ b.
Let w = (a, 1)(a, 2)(b, 2)(a, 1)(b, 1). Then A outputs w = aabab on prof(w).
Let X1 and X2 be two classes of w = w corresponding to the data value 1
and 2 respectively. Then the X1 -class string and X2 -class string of w , that is,
prj(w |X1 ) = aab and prj(w |X2 ) = ab, are accepted by B  , it follows that w is
accepted by D .
Theorem 8 ([BMS+06,BDM+11,BS10]). The following facts hold for DAs:
– DAs are closed under intersection and union, but not under complementation.
– DAs are strictly more expressive than NRAs.
– The nonemptiness problem of DAs is decidable and has the same complexity
as the reachability problem of Petri nets.
By using data automata, it was shown in [BDM+11] that the satisﬁability problem of ﬁrst-order logic with two variables on data words is decidable,
whereas, the satisﬁability problem of ﬁrst-order logic with three variables on
data words is undecidable.
Deﬁnition 8 (FO over data words). Let Vars denote a countably inﬁnite
set of variables. First-order logic over data words (FO[+1, <, ∼]) comprises the
formulae ϕ deﬁned by the rules,
ϕ = x = y | x + 1 = y | x < y | Pσ (x) | x ∼ y | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ∃x. ϕ,
def

where x, y ∈ Vars and σ ∈ Σ. Intuitively, x ∼ y is used to denote the equivalence
of data values in two positions represented by x, y. In addition, FO2[+1, <, ∼]
(resp. FO3[+1, <, ∼]) is used to denote the fragment of FO[+1, <, ∼] where only
two variables (resp. three variables) can be used.
Semantics of FO[ +1, <, ∼]. An FO[+1, <, ∼] formula ϕ is interpreted on a tuple
(w, θ), where w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) is a data word, and θ : free(ϕ) → [n] assigns
each free variable of ϕ a position of w:
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(w, θ) |= x = y iﬀ θ(x) = θ(y),
(w, θ) |= x + 1 = y iﬀ θ(x) + 1 = θ(y),
(w, θ) |= x < y iﬀ θ(x) < θ(y),
(w, θ) |= Pσ (x) iﬀ σθ(x) = σ,
(w, θ) |= x ∼ y iﬀ dθ(x) = dθ(y) ,
(w, θ) |= ¬ϕ iﬀ not (w, θ) |= ϕ,
(w, θ) |= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iﬀ (w, θ) |= ϕ1 or (w, θ) |= ϕ2 ,
(w, θ) |= ∃x. ϕ1 iﬀ there is i ∈ [n] such that (w, θ[i /x]) |= ϕ1 , where θ[i /x]
is the same as θ, except assigning i to x.

Let ϕ be a FO[+1, <, ∼] sentence. Then a data word w satisﬁes ϕ, denoted by
w |= ϕ, if (w, θ) |= ϕ for some θ. Let L(ϕ) denote the set of data words satisfying
ϕ. The satisﬁability problem of FO[+1, <, ∼] is to decide whether L(ϕ) = ∅, for
a given FO[+1, <, ∼] sentence ϕ.
Example 8. The data language “each data value occurs at most once” can be
expressed by the FO2[+1, <, ∼] formula ϕ = ∀x. ∀y. (x < y → ¬ x ∼ y).
Theorem 9 ([BMS+06,BDM+11]). The following facts hold for FO[+1, <, ∼]:
– The satisﬁability problem of FO3[+1, <, ∼] is undecidable.
– The satisﬁability problem of FO2[+1, <, ∼] is decidable.
The decidability of FO2[+1, <, ∼] is proved by a reduction to the nonemptiness
problem of data automata, that is, for each FO2[+1, <, ∼] formula ϕ, a data
automaton Dϕ can be constructed such that L(ϕ) = L(Dϕ ).
In [ACW12], Alur et al. considered a variant of data automata, called
extended data automata, deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 9 (Extended data automata). An extended data automaton
(EDA) D is a tuple (A, B) s.t. A = (Q1 , Σ × {⊥, }, Γ, q1,0 , δ1 , F1 ) is a nondeterministic letter-to-letter transducer over ﬁnite words from the alphabet Σ
to some output alphabet Γ , and B = (Q2 , Γ ∪ {0}, q2,0 , δ2 , F2 ) is a ﬁnite-state
automaton over Γ ∪ {0} such that 0 ∈ Γ .
Semantics of EDAs. The semantics of EDAs is deﬁned similarly as that of DAs,
with cstrX (w ) replaced by pcstrX (w ).
It turns out that the expressibility of EDAs is the same as that of DAs.
Theorem 10 ([ACW12]). EDAs are expressively equivalent to DAs.
Since it is a famous open problem whether the reachability of Petri nets can
be decided with elementary complexity, it is also open whether the nonemptiness of data automata can be decided in elementary time. In order to lower
the complexity, weaker versions of data automata were introduced. Kara et al.
introduced weak data automata (WDA) in [KST12] and showed that the nonemptiness problem of WDAs can be decided in 2NEXPTIME (nondeterministic
double exponential time). Later on, Wu introduced commutative data automata
(CDA), which are strictly more expressive than WDAs, showed that the nonemptiness problem of CDAs can be solved in 3NEXPTIME (nondeterministic
triple exponential time) [Wu12].
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Deﬁnition 10 (Weak data automata). A weak data automaton (WDA) is
a tuple (A, C) such that A = (Q, Σ × {⊥, }, Γ, δ, q0 , F ) is a letter-to-letter
transducer and C is a class condition speciﬁed by a collection of
– key constraints of the form Key(γ) (where γ ∈ Γ ), interpreted as “every two
γ-positions have diﬀerent data values”, 
– inclusion constraints of the form D(γ) ⊆ γ  ∈R D(γ  ) (where γ ∈ Γ, R ⊆ Γ ),
interpreted as “for every data value occurring in a γ-position, there is γ  ∈ R
such that the data value also occurs in a γ  -position”,
– and denial constraints of the form D(γ) ∩ D(γ  ) = ∅ (where γ, γ  ∈ Γ ),
interpreted as “no data value occurs in both a γ-position and a γ  -position”.
Semantics of WDAs. A data word w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) is accepted by a
WDA D = (A, C) iﬀ there is an accepting run of A over prof(w) which produces
a word γ1 . . . γn such that the data word w = (γ1 , d1 ) . . . (γn , dn ) satisﬁes all
the constraints in C, where the satisfaction of the constraints on w is deﬁned as
follows:
– w satisﬁes Key(γ) iﬀ for every pair of positions i, j ∈ [n] such that i = j and
γi = γj = γ, it holdsthat di = dj ,
– w satisﬁes D(γ) ⊆ γ  ∈R D(γ  ) iﬀ for each i ∈ [n] such that γi = γ, there is
j ∈ [n] such that γj ∈ R and di = dj .
– w satisﬁes D(γ) ∩ D(γ  ) = ∅ iﬀ for every pair of positions i, j ∈ [n] such that
γi = γ and γj = γ  , it holds that di = dj .
Let L be a language over the alphabet Σ. Then L is commutative iﬀ for
every σ1 , σ2 ∈ Σ and u, v ∈ Σ ∗ , uσ1 σ2 v ∈ L iﬀ uσ2 σ1 v ∈ L. Commutative
regular languages have a characterisation in quantiﬁer-free simple Presburger
formulae deﬁned in the following: Quantiﬁer-free simple Presburger formulae
(QFSP formulae) over a variable set X are Boolean combinations of atomic
formulae of the form x1 + · · · + xm ≤ c, or x1 + · · · + xm ≥ c, or x1 + · · · + xm = c,
or x1 + · · · + xm ≡ r mod p, where x1 , . . . , xm ∈ X, c, r, p ∈ N, p ≥ 2, and
0 ≤ r < p.
Suppose Σ = {σ1 , . . . , σk } and v ∈ Σ ∗ . The Parikh image of v, denoted by
Parikh(v), is a k-tuple (#σ1 (v), . . . , #σk (v)), where for each i : 1 ≤ i ≤ k, #σi (v)
is the number of occurrences of σi in v. Let VΣ = {xσ1 , . . . , xσk } and ϕ be an
QFSP formula over VΣ . The word v is said to satisfy ϕ, denoted by v |= ϕ,
iﬀ ϕ[Parikh(v)/VΣ ] holds, where ϕ[Parikh(v)/VΣ ] denotes the formula obtained
from ϕ by replacing each xσi with #σi (v). The language deﬁned by ϕ, denoted
by L(ϕ), is the set of words v ∈ Σ ∗ such that v |= ϕ.
Deﬁnition 11 (Commutative data automata). A commutative data
automaton (CDA) D is a tuple (A, ϕ) such that A = (Q, Σ × {⊥, }, Γ, δ, q0 , F )
is a letter-to-letter transducer and ϕ is a QFSP formula over the variable set
VΓ , where VΓ = {xγ | γ ∈ Γ }.
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Semantics of CDAs. A data word w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) is accepted by a CDA
D = (A, ϕ) iﬀ there is an accepting run of A over prof(w) which produces a word
γ1 . . . γn such that the data word w = (γ1 , d1 ) . . . (γn , dn ) satisﬁes that for each
class X of w , cstrX (w ) |= ϕ.
Theorem 11 ([KST12,Wu12]). The following results hold for WDAs and
CDAs:
– DAs are strictly more expressive than CDAs, which is in turn strictly more
expressive than WDAs.
– WDAs and CDAs are closed under union and intersection, but not under
complementation.
– The nonemptiness problem of WDAs and CDAs can be decided in 2NEXPTIME and 3NEXPTIME respectively.
An extension of data automata, called class automata, were introduced, in
order to capture the expressiveness of XPath with data comparison modalities
([BL12]). Class automata in [BL12] were deﬁned on data trees, here for simplicity,
we restrict our attention to class automata on data words.
Deﬁnition 12 (Class automata). A class automaton (CA) C is a tuple (A, B)
such that A = (Q, Σ × {⊥, }, Γ, δ, q0 , F ) is a letter-to-letter transducer and
B = (Q2 , Γ × {0, 1}, q2,0 , δ2 , F2 ) is a ﬁnite-state automaton over Γ × {0, 1}.
Semantics of CAs. The semantics of CAs is deﬁned similarly as that of DAs,
with cstrX (w ) replaced by lcstrX (w ).
It turns out class automata are expressive enough to simulate two-counter
machines and its nonemptiness problem is undecidable.
Theorem 12 ([BL12]). The nonemptiness problem of CAs is undecidable.
In [Wu11], Wu proposed a restriction of class automata, called class automata
with priority class condition (PCA), and showed that PCAs strictly extend data
automata, and at the same time have a decidable nonemptiness problem.
Further Reading. Manuel and Ramanujam proposed class counting automata,
which includes a counter for each data value occurring in a data word,
and showed that the nonemptiness problem of class counting automata is
EXPSPACE-complete [MR11a]. The model is in a style similar to class memory
automata. In addition, Tan studied data trees over a linearly ordered inﬁnite
data domain and proposed ordered-data tree automata, which is in the same
ﬂavour as data automata, and showed their nonemptiness problem can be solved
in 3NEXPTIME [Tan14]. To solve the satisﬁability problem of an extension of
LTL over multi-attributed data words (i.e. data words where a tuple of data
values, instead of a single one, occur in each position), Decker et al. introduced
nested data automata (NDA) and showed that although the nonemptiness of
NDAs is undecidable in general, the nonemptiness problems of two natural submodels are decidable [DHLT14].
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Pebble Automata

Pebble automata were introduced by Neven et al. in [NSV01,NSV04]. In contrast
to register automata which are ﬁnite state machines equipped with registers,
pebble automata are ﬁnite state machines equipped with a ﬁnite number of
pebbles. These pebbles are placed on, or lifted from, the input data word in a
stack discipline, i.e., ﬁrst in last out, with the purpose of marking positions of
the data word. One pebble can only mark one position and the most recently
placed pebble serves as the head of the automaton.
As we are dealing with two-way automata here, as a convention, we delimit
the input data word by two special symbols {, } ∈
/ D for the left and the right
hand of the data word. Hence, automata always work on the extended data word
of the form w. The positions of  and  are 0 and |w|+1, respectively. (Recall
that |w| denotes the length of the data word w.)
Deﬁnition 13 (Pebble automata, [NSV04]). A nondeterministic two-way
k-pebble automaton (2N-kPA) A is a tuple (Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F ) where:
–
–
–
–
–

Q is a ﬁnite set of states,
Σ is a ﬁnite alphabet,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
F ⊆ Q is the set of ﬁnal states, and
δ is a ﬁnite set of transitions of the form α → β where:
• α is of the form (i, σ, V, q), where i ∈ [k], σ ∈ Σ, V ⊆ [i − 1]; and
• β is of the form (q, act) with q ∈ Q and
act ∈ {stay, left, right, place-new-pebble, lift-current-pebble}.

Semantics of 2N-kPAs. Given a data word w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ), a conﬁguration of A on w is a triple [i, q, θ] where i ∈ [k], q ∈ Q, and θ : [i] → [n]∪{0, n+1}.
The function θ is the pebble assignment which deﬁnes the positions of the pebbles. (Recall that, as mentioned earlier, we assume an extended data word
where position 0 is  and position (n + 1) is .) The initial conﬁguration is
γ0 = [1, q0 , θ0 ] where θ0 (1) = 0 is the initial pebble assignment. A conﬁguration
(i, q, θ) is accepting if q ∈ F .
A transition (i, σ, V, p) → β applies to a conﬁguration [j, q, θ] if the following
three conditions hold:
1. i = j and p = q;
2. V = {l < i | dθ(l) = dθ(i) };
3. σθ(i) = σ
Intuitively, in a conﬁguration [i, q, θ], pebble i is in control, serving as the head
pebble. (i, σ, V, p) → β applies to the conﬁguration if pebble i is the current
head, p is the current state, V is the set of pebbles that see the same data value
as the head pebble, and the current symbol seen by the head pebble is σ.
We then deﬁne the transition relation  as follows: [i, q, θ]  [i , q  , θ ] iﬀ there
is a transition α → (p, act) that applies to [i, q, θ] such that q  = p, θ (j) = θ(j)
for all j < i, and
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act = stay, then i = i and θ (i) = θ(i),
act = left, then i = i and θ (i) = θ(i) − 1,
act = right, then i = i and θ (i) = θ(i) + 1,
act = place-new-pebble, then i = i + 1 and θ (i + 1) = θ (i) = θ(i),
act = lift-current-pebble, then i = i − 1.

Strong vs Weak PAs. In the above deﬁnition, new pebbles are placed at
the position of the most recent pebble. (Formally, in the deﬁnition of act =
place-new-pebble, one has θ (i + 1) = θ (i) = θ(i).) An alternative would be
to place new pebbles at the beginning of the data word. Formally, in the
place-new-pebble case, one has θ (i + 1) = 1, and θ (i) = θ(i). In literature, the
former is often referred to as weak PAs, and the latter is referred to as strong
(a.k.a., ordinary) PAs. While the choice makes no diﬀerence in the two-way case
(as deﬁned here), it is signiﬁcant in the one-way case (i.e., when act = left is not
allowed). For instance, it is known that one-way non-deterministic weak PAs are
weaker than one-way strong PAs, see [NSV04, Theorem 4.5].
Alternating PAs. As in Sect. 3, we can deﬁne the alternating version of PAs.
Alternating automata additionally have a set U ⊆ Q of universal states. The
sets from Q \ U are called existential. (Clearly, if U = ∅, then we have a nondeterministic PA as in Deﬁnition 13.)
Acceptance. The acceptance criteria are based on the notion of leads to acceptance as follows. For every conﬁguration γ = [i, q, θ],
– if q ∈ F , then γ leads to acceptance;
– if q ∈ U , then γ leads to acceptance if and only if for all conﬁgurations γ 
such that γ  γ  , γ  leads to acceptance;
– if q ∈ F ∪ U , then γ leads to acceptance if and only if there is at least one
conﬁguration γ  such that γ  γ  and γ  leads to acceptance.
A data word w is said to be accepted by A if γ0 leads to acceptance. Let
L(A) denote the set of data words accepted by A. We say that a data language
L is deﬁned by a PA A if L(A) = L.
Remark 1. In Deﬁnition 13, we adopt the pebble numbering from [NSV04], in
which the pebbles placed on the input word are numbered from 1 to i. However,
in some literature, for instance, in [Tan10,BSSS06], the pebble numbering is
used diﬀerently—it is from k to i. The reason for this reverse numbering is that
it allows to view the computation between placing and lifting pebble i as a
computation of an (i − 1)-pebble automaton.
Example 9. To show how a PA works, we consider the data language L comprising the data words where at least one data value occurs twice. The reader
should be easily convinced that L is accepted by the 1N-2PA A = (Q, q1 , F, δ),
where
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– Q = {q1 , q2 , q→ , qacc };
– F = {qacc };
– δ consists of the following transitions:
1. (1, σ, ∅, q1 ) → (q1 , right)
2. (1, σ, ∅, q1 ) → (q→ , place-new-pebble)
3. (2, σ, {1}, q→ ) → (q2 , right)
4. (2, σ, ∅, q2 ) → (q2 , right)
5. (2, σ, {1}, q2 ) → (qacc , stay)
Some sub-classes of PAs can be deﬁned in a standard way. A PA is deterministic, if in each conﬁguration at most one transition rule applies. And, as mentioned
before, if there are no left-transitions, then the PA is one-way. For the automata
models we consider “control” as deterministic (D), non-deterministic (N), or
alternating (A), as well as the one-way and two-way variants. We denote these
automata models by dC-kPA where d ∈ {1, 2}, C = {D, N, A}, and k ∈ N \ {0}.
Here, 1 and 2 stand for one- and two-way, respectively, D, N, and A stand for
deterministic, non-deterministic, and alternating, and k stands for the number
of pebbles. In addition, when necessary we also write S for Strong and W for
Weak, which are speciﬁc to one-way PAs.
Expressiveness of PA Models. As we have introduced a variety of pebble
automata, it is natural to ask their expressiveness. A class C1 of PAs is strictly
stronger than the class C2 of PAs is for all data languages L accepted by a PA in
C2 , L can be accepted by a PA in C1 and there exists at least one language which
can be accepted by a PA in C1 , but not by any PA in C1 . Figure 3 summarises
the known results, where, all classes of PAs in the same box are equivalent in
expressiveness, while → means the source class is at least as expressive as the
target, and the arrow decorated by = means it is strictly more expressive. The
only class which was not addressed in Fig. 3 is strong 1A-PAs, whose relation
with other classes does not appear in literature and is to be studied.

Fig. 3. Expressiveness of PAs

5.1

(Un)Decidability of Emptiness of PAs

As usual, one of the fundamental problems regarding PAs is the emptiness problem, which is to determine, given a PA A, whether L(A) = ∅. It was shown in
[NSV04] that this problem is generally undecidable, even for weak 1D-PAs. The
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intuition is, when a PA lifts pebble i, the control is transferred to pebble (i − 1).
Therefore, even weak 1D-PAs can make several left-to-right sweeps of the input
data word. This result is very strong in the sense that it implies that almost
all standard decision problems are undecidable for virtually all classes of pebble
automata (cf. Fig. 3).
More technically, [NSV04] gave a reduction from the PCP to the emptiness
of weak 1D-5PAs. Tan observed that the proof can be adapted to weak 1D-3PAs,
yielding an even stronger result. In [Tan10,KT10], a tighter boundary between
decidability and undecidability was drawn in terms of the number of pebbles. In
summary,
Theorem 13 ([NSV04,Tan10,KT10]).
automata:

The following facts hold for pebble

– The nonemptiness problem for strong 2N-2PAs is undecidable.
– The nonemptiness problem for weak 1D-3PAs is undecidable.
– The nonemptiness problem for weak 1D-2PAs is decidable, but is not primitive
recursive.
Top View Weak PAs. Theorem 13 suggests that PAs are in general highly undecidable. To mitigate this, Tan [Tan10] proposed a subclass of pebble automata,
the top view weak pebble automata. Roughly speaking, top view weak PAs are
weak one-way PAs where the equality test is performed only between the data
values seen by the two most recently placed pebbles. That is, if pebble i is the
head pebble, then it can only compare the data value it reads with the data
value read by pebble (i − 1). It is not allowed to compare its data value with
those read by pebble 1, . . . , (i − 2). Formally,
Deﬁnition 14 (Top view weak PA, [Tan10]). A top view (weak) k-PA is a
tuple A = (Q, Σ, q0 , δ, F ) where Q, q0 , F are deﬁned as before, and δ consists of
transitions of the form (i, σ, V, q) → (q  , act), where V is either ∅ or {i − 1} and
act = left.
A transition (i, σ, V, q) → (q  , act) applies to a conﬁguration [j, q, θ] if
1. i = j and p = q;
 dθ(i)
∅
if dθ(i−1) =
2. V =
{i − 1} if dθ(i−1) = dθ(i)
3. σθ(i) = σ
Note that evidently top view weak 2-PAs and weak 2-PAs are the same.
Theorem 14 ([Tan10]). For every top view weak k-PA A, there is a (one-way)
ARA1 A such that they accept the same language. Moreover, the construction
of A is eﬀective.
The following result follows from Theorem 14 and Theorem 3.
Corollary 1. The emptiness problem for top view weak k-PAs is decidable.
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It turns out that top view weak PAs admits many nice properties [Tan13]:
– Expressiveness: it is shown that for every LTL↓1 formula ψ, there exists a weak
k-PA Aψ , such that L(Aψ ) = L(ψ). It turns out that the automaton Aψ is a
top view weak k-PA. Thus, the class of languages accepted by top view weak
k-PAs contains the languages deﬁnable by LTL with one freeze quantiﬁer.
– Decidability: The emptiness problem is decidable.
– Eﬃciency: The membership problem, that is, testing whether a given data
word of length n is accepted by a deterministic top view weak k-PA can be
solved in O(nk ) time.
– Closure properties: Top view weak k-PAs are closed under all boolean
operations.
– Robustness: Alternation and non-determinism do not add expressive power to
top view weak k-PAs.
Tan [Tan10] observed that the ﬁniteness of the number of pebbles for top
view weak PAs is not necessary. He deﬁned top view weak PAs with unbounded
number of pebbles, i.e., top view weak unbounded PAs. It is straightforward
to show that 1-way deterministic 1-RAs can be simulated by top view weak
unbounded PAs. (Each time the register automaton changes the content of the
register, the top view weak unbounded PAs places a new pebble.) Furthermore,
top view weak unbounded PAs can be simulated by ARA1 ’s (1-way alternating
one-register automata), similar to Theorem 14. Thus, the emptiness problem for
top view unbounded weak PAs is still decidable.
Further Reading. Tan [Tan13] used graph reachability problem to investigate
the strict hierarchy of pebble automata based on the number of pebbles and the
comparison of the expressiveness of pebble automata with the other formalisms
over inﬁnite alphabets. [BSSS06] studied pebble tree-walking automata on trees.

6

Variable Automata and LTL with Data Variable
Quantifications

Another idea to deal with data values from an inﬁnite data domain is to use logical variables to represent data values. The diﬀerences between logical variables
and registers are as follows: While logical variables and registers are both used
to represent the data values from an inﬁnite data domain, logical variables are
declarative in the sense that they cannot be updated, but can be existentially or
universally quantiﬁed, on the other hand, registers are imperative in the sense
that they can be updated, but cannot be quantiﬁed.
In this section, we introduce variable automata, LTL with data variable quantiﬁcations, and its variant, indexed temporal logics, where the data values are
interpreted as process identiﬁers.
Variable automata were proposed by Grumberg et al. as a natural extension
of NFAs to inﬁnite alphabets [GKS10].
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Deﬁnition 15 (Variable automata). Let Σ be a ﬁnite alphabet and X ∪ {y}
be a ﬁnite set of variables, where X is a set of bound variables, and y ∈ X is a free
variable. A variable automaton (VA) A is an NFA (Q, Σ × (X ∪ {y}), q0 , δ, F ).
Semantics of VAs. Suppose A = (Q, Σ × (X ∪ {y}), q0 , δ, F ) is a VA and w =
(σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) is a data word. A run of A on w is a sequence of transitions
(σ1 ,z1 )

(σn ,zn )

q0 −−−−→ q1 . . . qn−1 −−−−−→ qn such that
– for each i ∈ [n], (qi−1 , (σi , zi ), qi ) ∈ δ,
– for every i, j ∈ [n] such that zi , zj ∈ X, it holds that zi = zj iﬀ di = dj ,
– for each i, j ∈ [n] such that zi ∈ X and zj = y, it holds that di =
 dj .
A run of A on w is accepting if qn ∈ F . Let L(A) denote the set of data words
accepted by A.
Example 10. Let Σ = {a, b} and L be the data language comprising the data
words w = (a, d1 )(b, d2 ) . . . (b, dn−1 )(a, dn ) such that d1 = dn and for each i :
1 < i < n, di = d1 . Then L can be deﬁned the VA A illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. An example of VA

Theorem 15 ([GKS10]). The following results hold for variable automata:
– VAs are closed under union, but not closed under intersection or
complementation.
– VAs and NRAs are incomparable with respect to the expressive power.
– The nonemptiness problem of VAs is NL-complete, the universality and language inclusion problems of VAs are undecidable.
Mens and Rahonis consisdered variable tree automata (VTA) in [MR11b].
They showed VTAs have similar theoretical properties as VAs.
LTL with data variable quantiﬁcations (VLTL) is obtained by extending LTL
with existential and universal quantiﬁcations on data variables. VLTL was ﬁrst
considered by Grumberg et al. in [GKS12,GKS13,GKS14]. Later on, Song and
Wu did an extensive investigation on the decision problems of diﬀerent fragments
of VLTL in [SW14,SW16].
Deﬁnition 16 (LTL with data variable quantiﬁcations). Let X be a countable set of variables. Then LTL with data variable quantiﬁcations (denoted by
VLTL) is deﬁned by the following rules:
ϕ = σ | val(x) | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | Xϕ | ϕ U ϕ | ∃x. ϕ,
def

where σ ∈ Σ and x ∈ X .
The set of free variables of VLTL formula ϕ, denoted by free(ϕ), can be deﬁned in
a standard way as ﬁrst-order logics. A VLTL formula ϕ is closed if free(ϕ) = ∅.
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Semantics of VLTL. VLTL formulae ϕ are interpreted on a tuple (w, i, θ), where
w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) is a data word, i is a position of the data word, and
θ : free(ϕ) → D assigns each variable from free(ϕ) a data value:
(w, i, θ) |= σ iﬀ σi = σ,
(w, i, θ) |= val(x) iﬀ di = θ(x),
(w, i, θ) |= ¬ϕ iﬀ not (w, i, θ) |= ϕ,
(w, i, θ) |= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iﬀ (w, i, θ) |= ϕ1 or (w, i, θ) |= ϕ2 ,
(w, i, θ) |= Xϕ iﬀ i < n and (w, i + 1, θ) |= ϕ,
(w, i, θ) |= ϕ1 U ϕ2 iﬀ there exists k : i ≤ k ≤ n such that (w, k, θ) |= ϕ2 and
for each j : i ≤ j < k, (w, j, θ) |= ϕ1 ,
– (w, i, θ) |= ∃x. ϕ iﬀ there exists d ∈ D such that (w, i, θ[d/x]) |= ϕ, where
θ[d/x] denotes the assignment function that is the same as θ, except that x is
assigned with the data value d.
–
–
–
–
–
–

Similarly to LTL, we can also deﬁne the positive normal form of VLTL.
Speciﬁcally, VLTL formulae in positive normal form are deﬁned by the following
rules,
ϕ = σ | ¬σ | val(x) | ¬val(x) | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | Xϕ | Xϕ |
def

ϕ U ϕ | ϕ R ϕ | ∃x. ϕ | ∀x. ϕ.
In the following, we assume that all VLTL formulae are in positive normal
form.
We consider the following fragments of VLTL:
– Let ∃∗ -VLTL denote the fragment of VLTL where no universal quantiﬁers
appear.
– Let NN-∃∗ -VLTL denote the fragment of ∃∗ -VLTL where the existential quantiﬁers are non-nested, more precisely, the formulae ϕ in ∃∗ -VLTL such that
for each subformula ∃x. ϕ and each subformula of ∃y. ϕ of ϕ , there are no
free occurrences of x in ϕ .
– Let VLTLpnf denote the fragment of VLTL where the formulae in prenex
normal form, that is, VLTL formulae of the form Q1 x1 . . . . Qn xn . ϕ, where
Q1 , . . . , Qn ∈ {∃, ∀} and ϕ is a quantiﬁer-free VLTL formula. Moreover, for a
quantiﬁer preﬁx Θ = Q1 . . . Qk ∈ {∃, ∀}+ , let Θ-VLTLpnf denote the fragment
of VLTLpnf where all the formulae are of the form Q1 x1 . . . . Qk xk . ϕ, where
ϕ is a quantiﬁer-free VLTL formula.
– Let ∀-VLTLgdlt
pnf denote the set of ∀-VLTLpnf formulae ∀x. ψ such that all the
occurrences of σ and ¬σ in ψ are guarded by the positive occurrences of val(x).
More precisely, ψ is a quantiﬁer-free VLTL formula deﬁned by the following
rules,
ψ := σ ∧ val(x) | ¬(σ ∧ val(x)) | ¬σ ∧ val(x) | ¬(¬σ ∧ val(x))
val(x) | ¬val(x) | ψ ∨ ψ | ψ ∧ ψ | Xψ | Xψ | ψ U ψ | ψ R ψ,
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where σ ∈ Σ, x ∈ X, and the superscript “gdlt” means “guarded letters”. For
instance, the formula ∀x. G[(openF ile ∧ val(x)) → XF(closeF ile ∧ val(x))] is
in ∀-VLTLgdlt
pnf , while the formula
∀x. G[(openF ile ∧ val(x)) → (write ∧ ¬val(x)) U (closeF ile ∧ val(x))]
is not, since the occurrence of write is not guarded by a positive occurrence
of val(x).
Theorem 16 ([SW14,SW16]). The following results hold for VLTL:
– The satisﬁability problem of ∃∗ -VLTL is undecidable.
– The satisﬁability problem of ∀-VLTLpnf is undecidable.
– The satisﬁability problem of NN-∃∗ -VLTL is decidable and non-primitive
recursive.
– The satisﬁability problem of ∀-VLTLgdlt
pnf is decidable.
As mentioned before, since process identiﬁers are a concrete type of data
values, indexed linear temporal logic (ILTL) used to specify and reason about
parameterized concurrent systems can be seen as variants of VLTL. ILTL was
ﬁrst proposed by German and Sistla in ([SG87,GS92]). They showed that the
validity (resp. model checking) problem of the indexed LTL is decidable (resp.
undecidable). The diﬀerences between ILTL and VLTL are as follows:
– VLTL interpreted over data words where each position carries only one data
value or a ﬁxed number of data values, whereas ILTL is interpreted over computation traces in parameterised systems (cf. the semantics of ILTL formulae
below).
– While computation traces can also be seen as data words by treating process
identiﬁers as data values, these data words are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent than the
traditional ones studied before. Namely, each position of these data words
carries an unbounded number of data values, and all the data values occur in
every position.
Deﬁnition 17 (Indexed Linear Temporal Logics). Let AP and AP  be
the set of global and local atomic propositions. The formulae of indexed linear
temporal logic (ILTL) are deﬁned by the following rules,
ϕ = true | false | p | ¬p | p (x) | ¬p (x) | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ |
def

Xϕ | ϕ U ϕ | ϕ R ϕ | ∃x. ϕ | ∀x. ϕ,
where p ∈ AP , p ∈ AP  , and x ∈ X.
Let free(ϕ) denote the set of free variables occurring in ϕ. An ILTL formula
containing no free variables is called a closed ILTL formula. For an ILTL formula
ϕ, let ¬ϕ denote its complement (negation), and let ϕ denote the positive normal
form of ¬ϕ, that is obtained by pushing the negation inside of operators. For
instance, if ϕ = ∃x. Fp (x), then ϕ = ∀x. G¬p (x).
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Semantics of ILTL. ILTL formulae are interpreted over computation traces of
parameterised systems. Let I be an inﬁnite set of process identiﬁers. A computation trace over AP ∪ AP  is a tuple trc = (α, I, (βi )i∈I ), where α ∈ (2AP )ω
is an ω-sequence of valuations over the global atomic propositions from AP ,

I ⊆ I is a ﬁnite set of process identiﬁers, and for each i ∈ I, βi ∈ (2AP )ω is a
local computation trace, i.e. an ω-sequence of valuations over the local atomic
propositions from AP  .
Let ϕ be an ILTL formula, trc = (α, I, (βi )i∈I ) be a computation trace,
θ : free(ϕ) → I be an assignment of the process identiﬁers (from I) to the free
variables in ϕ, and n ∈ N. Then (trc, θ, n) satisﬁes ϕ, denoted by (trc, θ, n) |= ϕ,
is deﬁned as follows:
– (trc, θ, n) |= p (resp. ¬p) if p ∈ α[n] (resp. p ∈
/ α[n]),
– (trc, θ, n) |= p (x) (resp. ¬p (x)) if p ∈ βθ(x) [n] (resp. p ∈ βθ(x) [n]),
– (trc, θ, n) |= ∃x. ϕ1 if there is i ∈ I such that (trc, θ[i/x], n) |= ϕ1 , where
θ[i/x] is the same as θ, except for assigning i to x,
– (trc, θ, n) |= ∀x. ϕ1 if for each i ∈ I, (trc, θ[i/x], n) |= ϕ1 ,
– (trc, θ, n) |= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 if (trc, θ, n) |= ϕ1 or (trc, θ, n) |= ϕ2 ,
– (trc, θ, n) |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 if (trc, θ, n) |= ϕ1 and (trc, θ, n) |= ϕ2 ,
– (trc, θ, n) |= Xϕ if (trc, θ, n + 1) |= ϕ,
– (trc, θ, n) |= ϕ1 U ϕ2 if there is m ≥ n s.t. (trc, θ, m) |= ϕ2 , and for all
l : n ≤ l < m, (trc, θ, l) |= ϕ1 ,
– (trc, θ, n) |= ϕ1 R ϕ2 if either for all m ≥ n, (trc, θ, m) |= ϕ2 , or there is m ≥ n
s.t. (trc, θ, m) |= ϕ1 , and for all l : n ≤ l ≤ m, (trc, θ, l) |= ϕ2 .
Note that if ϕ is a closed ILTL formula, then θ has an empty domain and
thus is omitted. Namely we simply write (trc, n) |= ϕ. In addition, for a closed
ILTL formula ϕ, we use trc |= ϕ to abbreviate (trc, 0) |= ϕ. For a closed ILTL
formula ϕ, let L(ϕ) denote the set of computation traces trc such that trc |= ϕ.
The satisﬁability problem of ILTL is deﬁned as follows: Given a closed ILTL
formula ϕ, decide whether L(ϕ) is empty.
We shall consider the following fragments of ILTL with abbreviations:
– ILTLpnf denotes the fragment of ILTL where formulae are in prenex normal
form, that is {∀, ∃} quantiﬁcations appear only at the beginning of the formula. In particular, let Θ ⊆ {∃, ∀}∗ . Then Θ-ILTLpnf denotes the fragment
of ILTLpnf where the quantiﬁer preﬁxes belong to Θ.
– NN-ILTL denotes the fragment of ILTL where the quantiﬁers are not nested,
that is, for each formula Q1 x.ϕ1 such that Q2 y.ϕ2 is a subformula of ϕ1 , it
holds that x is not a free variable of ϕ2 , where Q1 , Q2 ∈ {∀, ∃}.
– ILTL(O) for O ⊆ {X, F, G, U, R} denotes the fragment of ILTL where only temporal operators from O are used. Moreover, we use ILTL\X as an abbreviation
of ILTL(U, R), where the X operator is forbidden.
– ILTLlocap denotes the fragment of ILTL where there are no global atomic
propositions, that is, AP = ∅.
These notations might be combined to deﬁne more (reﬁned) fragments, e.g. the
logic (ILTL(F, G))pnf denotes the fragment of ILTLpnf where only temporal
operators F and G are used.
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Theorem 17. The following results hold for ILTL:
– The satisﬁability problems of ∀∃-ILTLpnf and ∃∀∃-ILTLlocap
pnf are undecidable.
– The satisﬁability problems of ∃∗ ∀∗ -ILTLpnf and ∃∗ ∀∗ -(ILTL \X)pnf are
EXPSPACE-complete, and the satisﬁability problem of ∃∗ ∀∗ -(ILTL(F, G))pnf
is NEXPTIME-complete.
– The satisﬁability problems of NN-ILTL, NN-ILTL(X, F, G), NN-ILTL\X, and
NN-ILTL(F, G) are EXPSPACE-complete.

7

Symbolic Automata and Transducers

In this section, we introduce symbolic automata and transducers, another line
of work to reason about data values from an inﬁnite domain. Unlike the data
domain D discussed in previous sections, where only the equality and inequality
relation between data values are available, the data domain D in this section has
a richer structure where more complex predicates, e.g. the predicate deﬁning
the set of even natural numbers, can be used. Over an inﬁnite data domain,
where complex predicates can be used, symbolic automata and transducers are
natural extensions of ﬁnite automata and transducers over ﬁnite alphabets, by
replacing the letters from a ﬁnite alphabet with the predicates over the inﬁnite
data domain. The concept of symbolic ﬁnite-state automata/transducers was
initially introduced by Watson in [Wat96], then investigated by van Noord and
Gerdemann in [vNG01], with motivation from natural language processing. The
recent development of this topic by Veanes, Bjørner, et al., was mainly driven by
regular expression analysis and advanced web security analysis [VB11a,VHL+12,
Vea13].
In the following, we ﬁrst present symbolic automata and then symbolic transducers. In the literature on symbolic automata and transducers, a data word is
normally deﬁned as an element of D∗ , instead of an element of (Σ × D)∗ as in
the previous sections. In this section, we follow this convention and deﬁne data
words as elements of D∗ .
7.1

Symbolic Automata

The data domain D equipped with predicates used in symbolic automata is
formalised by eﬀective Boolean algebra, which is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 18 (Eﬀective Boolean algebra). An eﬀective Boolean algebra Υ
is a tuple (Ω,  ◦ , Ψ ) satisfying the following constraints:
– Ω = (S, F, P) is a signature such that S is a singleton set {s}, F, and P are
recursively enumerable sets.
– ◦ is an Ω-interpretation such that s is a recursively enumerable set, called
the universe (denoted by D).
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– Ψ=



Ψ (i) such that for each i ∈ N\{0}, Ψ (i) is a recursively enumerable

i∈N\{0}

set of i-ary Ω-formulae closed under Boolean connectives ∨, ∧, ¬. For each
ψ(x) ∈ Ψ , we use ψ to denote the set {η(x) | η is an Ω-assignment, and ◦
|=η ψ(x)}. Elements of ψ are called the witnesses of ψ.
Let Υ = (Ω,  ◦ , Ψ ) be an eﬀective Boolean algebra and ψ ∈ Ψ . Then ψ is
satisﬁable, denoted by isSat(ψ), if ψ = ∅. In addition, Υ is decidable iﬀ it is
decidable to check isSat(ψ) for ψ ∈ Ψ .
Deﬁnition 19 (Symbolic ﬁnite-state automata). A symbolic ﬁnite-state
automaton (SFA) is a tuple A = (Q, Υ, q0 , δ, F ), where:
–
–
–
–
–

Q is a ﬁnite set of states,
Υ = (Ω,  ◦ , Ψ ) is a decidable eﬀective Boolean algebra,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
F ⊆ Q is the set of ﬁnal states,
δ ⊆ Q × Ψ (1) × Q is a ﬁnite set of symbolic transitions.

An SFA A = (Q, Υ, q0 , δ, F ) is deterministic if for every (q1 , ψ, q2 ), (q1 , ψ  , q2 ) ∈
δ, if isSat(ψ ∧ ψ  ) holds, then q2 = q2 .
Semantics of SFAs. Let A = (Q, Υ, q0 , δ, F ) be an SFA. A symbolic transition
t = (q1 , ψ, q2 ) ∈ δ in the SFA A can be concretised into a set t of concrete
(standard) transitions →⊆ Q × D × Q deﬁned as follows: For every d ∈ D,
d

q1 −
→ q2 ∈ t iﬀ d ∈ ψ. Intuitively, suppose that A is in the state q1 and
reading a data value d, if there is a transition (q1 , ψ, q2 ) ∈ δ such that d ∈ ψ,
then A moves from q1 to q2 after consuming the input data value d.
w
Given a data word w = d1 ...dn ∈ D∗ , q1  qn+1 if there exist states
di
q2 , ..., qn ∈ Q such that for all i ∈ [n], qi −→
qi+1 ∈ t for some transition
t ∈ δ. A data word w is accepted at the state q of A iﬀ there exists a state
w
qf ∈ F such that q  qf . Let Lq (A) denote the set of data words accepted at
the state q of A. Then the data language deﬁned by A, denoted by L(A), is
Lq0 (A).
Example 11. Let us consider the language L231 over integers, in which either
the second letter is less than −231 and the last letter is greater than 231 ,
or the second letter is greater than 231 and the last letter is less than −231 .
L231 cannot be deﬁned by any ﬁnite state automaton. Let A231 = ({q0 , q1 , q2 ,
q3 , q4 }, Υ, q0 , δ, {q4 }) be the SFA such that Υ is linear arithmetic over integers
and δ is illustrated in Fig. 5 (where 231 is an abbreviation the sequence of 32
bits 1031 ). A231 deﬁnes the data language L231 .
An -SFA A is a tuple A = (Q, Υ ∪ {}, q0 , δ, F ), where Q, Υ , q0 and F are
deﬁned as for SFAs, and δ ⊆ Q×(Ψ (1) ∪{})×Q. An -transition (q1 , , q2 ) in an SFA A allows it to move from the state q1 to the state q2 without consuming any
input data value. The semantics of -SFA can be deﬁned as a natural extension
of that of SFAs.
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Fig. 5. The SFT A231

Let A = (Q, Υ, q0 , δ, F ) be an SFA. A state q ∈ Q is called partial if there is
d

d ∈ D such that there are no q  ∈ Q satisfying that q −
→ q  . Note that given
a

ψ
state q ∈ Q, we can decide whether q is partial by checking whether
(q,ψ,q  )∈δ

is valid, that is, whether
¬ψ is unsatisﬁable. Then A is minimal if the
(q,ψ,q  )∈δ

following conditions hold:
– A is deterministic,
– A is complete, that is, A contains no partial states,
– A is clean, that is, for every (q1 , ψ, q2 ) ∈ δ, it holds that isSat(ψ) and there is
w
w ∈ D∗ such that q0  q1 ,
– A is normalized, that is, for each pair of states q1 , q2 ∈ Q, there is at most one
transition between them (otherwise, two transitions (q1 , ψ1 , q2 ), (q1 , ψ2 , q2 ) ∈ δ
can be combined into one transition (q1 , ψ1 ∨ ψ2 , q2 )),
– for all q1 , q2 ∈ Q, q1 = q2 iﬀ Lq1 (A) = Lq2 (A).
Let L ⊆ D∗ be a data language. Then the Kleene-closure of L, denoted by
L , is deﬁned as {ε} ∪ {w1 . . . wn | n ≥ 1, wi ∈ L}. The reversal of L, denoted
by Lrev , is deﬁned as {d1 . . . dn | dn . . . d1 ∈ L}.
It turns out SFAs preserve all the nice properties of ﬁnite-state automata.
∗

Theorem 18 ([vNG01,VHL+12,DV14]). The following results hold for SFAs:
– Each -SFA can be transformed into an equivalent SFA in linear time.
– SFAs are closed under determinization, all the Boolean operations, concatenation, Kleene-closure and reversal.
– The nonemptiness, the universality and the equivalence problems of SFAs are
decidable.
SFAs can only enforce constraints on the data value of a single position, and
are incapable of comparing data values in diﬀerent positions, which is the main
reason why SFAs preserve all the nice properties of ﬁnite-state automata. In
the following, we introduce an extension of SFAs that are capable of comparing
data values in diﬀerent positions, called extended symbolic ﬁnite-state automata
(ESFA). ESFAs extend SFAs with lookahead, that is, by allowing to read several
consecutive input data values in a single transition.
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Deﬁnition 20 (Extended symbolic ﬁnite-state automata). An extended
symbolic ﬁnite-state automaton (ESFA) over the sort s is a tuple A =
(Q, Υ, q0 , δ, F ), where:
– Q is a ﬁnite set of states including a speciﬁc state qf ,
– Υ = (Ω,  ◦ , Ψ ) is a decidable eﬀective Boolean algebra such that Ω =
(S, F, P) and S = {s},
– q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
– δ is a ﬁnite set of transition rules of the form t = (q1 , , ψ, q2 ), where
• q1 ∈ Q \ {qf } and q2 ∈ Q are respectively the source and target states of t,
•  ∈ N \ {0} is the lookahead of t,
• ψ ∈ Ψ () , that is, ψ is an -ary formula in Ψ ,
– F is a set of ﬁnal rules of the form t = (q1 , , ψ, qf ) such that if  > 0, then
t satisﬁes the same constraints as for transition rules, otherwise (i.e.  = 0),
then ψ = true. Intuitively, a ﬁnal rule (q1 , , ψ, qf ) is used when the rest of the
input data word is of length , where  = 0 corresponds to the situation that A
already reaches the right end of the data word. It is a generalisation of ﬁnal
states in ﬁnite-state automata.
The lookahead of an ESFA A is the maximum of the lookaheads of the (transition
or ﬁnal) rules in A.
Semantics of ESFAs. Let A = (Q, Υ, q0 , δ, F ) be an ESFA. The semantics of the
rules t = (q1 , , ψ, q2 ) ∈ δ of A is deﬁned as follows: If  = 0, then ψ = true and
ε
q2 = qf , therefore, t = {q1 −
→ qf }. Otherwise,
w

t = {q1 −
→ q2 | w = d1 . . . d ∈ (Ds ) , (d1 , . . . , d ) ∈ ψ}.
Intuitively, using the transition t = (q1 , , ψ, q2 ), A reads the next  input data
values w (including the one in the current position), if the corresponding tuple
of data values satisﬁes ψ, then A consumes the word w and moves from the state
q1 to the state q2 .
w
Given a data word w ∈ D∗ , q1  qn+1 if there exist states q2 , ..., qn ∈ Q and
wi
data words w1 , ..., wn ∈ D∗ such that w = w1 ...wn and for all i ∈ [n], qi −→
qi+1 .
w
A data word w ∈ D∗ is accepted by A iﬀ q0  qf . The data language deﬁned by
A, denoted by L(A), is the set of data words accepted by A.
An ESFA A = (Q, Υ, q0 , δ, F ) is deterministic if for every pair of rules
(q1 , , ψ, q2 ) and (q1 ,  , ψ  , q2 ) in A,
– if q2 , q2 ∈ Q \ {qf } and isSat(ψ ∧ ψ  ), then q2 = q2 and  =  ;
– if q2 = q2 = qf and isSat(ψ ∧ ψ  ), then  =  ;
– if q2 ∈ Q \ {qf }, q2 = qf and isSat(ψ ∧ ψ  ), then  >  .
Example 12. Let us consider the ESFA Ascript = ({q0 , q1 , qf }, Υ, q0 , δ, F ) such
that
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Fig. 6. The ESFA Ascript

– Υ is the theory of UTF-8 characters where all the function symbols are constants and the set of predicate symbols is empty,
– δ and F are illustrated in Fig. 6, where ψ1 is an abbreviation of the formula
x1 =  ∧ x2 = s ∧ x3 = c ∧ · · · ∧ x8 = and ψ2 is an abbreviation of the
formula x1 =  ∧ x2 = / ∧ x3 = s ∧ · · · ∧ x9 =.
Then the ESFA Ascript deﬁnes the set of words w such that each occurrence
of script is followed by an occurrence of /script in the future. Note that
although Ascript is over a ﬁnite alphabet, it is much more succinct than the corresponding ﬁnite-state automaton deﬁning the same language, where an enumeration of all the possible subwords of length 9 satisfying ¬ψ1 or ¬ψ2 is necessary.
A formula ψ ∈ Ψ () (where  > 0) is Cartesian if ψ is equivalent to D1 ×
· · · × D for some D1 , . . . , D ⊆ Ds . An ESFA A is Cartesian if for each rule
(q1 , , ψ, q2 ) in A such that  > 0, it holds that ψ is Cartesian. For a satisﬁable
formula ψ(x ) ∈ Ψ () (where  > 0), to decide whether ψ is Cartesian is equivalent
to check whether for some witness (d1 , ..., d ) of ψ,

∀x1 , ...x (ψ(x1 , ..., x )) ⇐⇒
ψ(d1 , ..., di−1 , xi , di+1 , ..., d ).
1≤i≤

A formula ψ(x ) ∈ Ψ () (where  > 0) is monadic if it is equivalent to a Boolean
def
combination of unary formulae. For instance, ψ(x1 , x2 ) = x1 = x2 mod 2 is a
monadic formula since it is equivalent to (x1 = 0 mod 2∧x2 = 0 mod 2)∨(x1 = 1
def
mod 2 ∧ x2 = 1 mod 2), while ψ(x1 , x2 ) = x1 < x2 is not. In [VBNB14], a semidecision procedure was provided to compute an equivalent Boolean combination
of unary formulae, from a given quantiﬁer-free formula over a decidable background theory.
An ESFA A is monadic if for each rule (q1 , , ψ, q2 ) of A such that  > 0, ψ
is monadic.
Theorem 19 ([DV15]). The following results hold for ESFAs:
– Cartesian ESFAs, monadic ESFAs and SFAs are expressively equivalent,
moreover, this also holds for the deterministic case.
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– The membership and nonemptiness problems of ESFAs are decidable, but
the universality, language inclusion and equivalence problems of ESFAs are
undecidable.
– For each  ∈ N \ {0}, ESFAs with lookahead  + 1 are more expressive than
ESFAs with lookahead .
– ESFAs are closed under union, but not closed under intersection or complementation. Moreover, checking whether there exists an input word accepted by
two ESFAs A and A with lookahead 2 over quantiﬁer free successor arithmetic
and tuples is undecidable.
In [DV15], the last result in Theorem 19 was shown by reducing the reachability problem of Minsky machines to the problem checking whether there exists
an input word accepted by two ESFAs A and A with lookahead 2 over quantiﬁer
free successor arithmetic and tuples from N3 .
Remark 2. In the deﬁnition of ESFAs, when the reading head is in the position
i and a transition with  ≥ 2 lookahead is used, then after the transition, the
reading head will be moved to the position i + , instead of the next position
to the right of i, that is, i + 1. This special semantics of lookaheads in ESFAs
is essential for the decidability of nonemptiness problem. (Otherwise, we are
already be able to reduce the reachability problem of Minsky machines to the
nonemptiness problem of ESFAs.)
7.2

Symbolic Transducers

Similar to symbolic automata, symbolic transducers are introduced as extensions
of ﬁnite-state transducers, where the input letters are replaced by formulae over
an inﬁnite data domain and the output letters are replaced by terms.
For the deﬁnition of symbolic transducers, we introduce the concept of background theories and label theories. Intuitively, background theories are manysorted Boolean algebra satisfying the additional constraint that the set of formulae is closed under substitutions. Label theories extend background theories
further by adding inequalities of terms into the set of formulae.
Deﬁnition 21 (Background theories). A background theory Υ is a tuple
(Ω,  ◦ , Ψ ) satisfying the following constraints:
– Ω = (S, F, P) is a signature satisfying that each of S, F, P is a recursively
enumerable set.
–  ◦  is an Ω-interpretation such that for each s ∈ S, s is a recursively
enumerable
set (denoted by Ds ).

Ψ (s) such that for each s = (s1 , . . . , si ) ∈ S+ , Ψ (s) is a recursively
– Ψ =
s∈S+

enumerable set of Ω-formulae of arity s1 × · · · × si closed under Boolean connectives ∨, ∧, ¬. In addition, Ψ is closed under substitutions, that is, for each

s/s -term f and ψ(x) ∈ Ψ (s ) , we have ψ[f/x] ∈ Ψ (s) . For each ψ(x) ∈ Ψ , we
use ψ to denote the set {η(x) | η is an Ω-assignment, and  ◦  |=η ψ(x)}.
Elements of ψ are called the witnesses of ψ.
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The notion isSat(ψ) for ψ ∈ Ψ and the decidability of Υ can be deﬁned similarly
as eﬀective Boolean algebra.
Deﬁnition 22 (Label theories). A label theory Υ with the input sort sin and
output sort sout is a tuple (Ω,  ◦ , Ψ, Ψ  ) satisfying the following constraints:
– (Ω,  ◦ , Ψ ) is a background theory such that Ω = (S, F, P) and sin , sout ∈ S,

i
i
– Ψ =
(Ψ  )(sin ) such that for each i ∈ N \ {0}, (Ψ  )(sin ) comprises the
i∈N\{0}
i

formulae of the form ψ(x) ∧ f (x) = g(x), where ψ(x) ∈ Ψ (sin ) and f, g are
siin /sout -terms.
A label theory is decidable if it is decidable to check isSat(ψ) for ψ ∈ Ψ ∪ Ψ  .
i

Given a formula ψ(x ) ∈ (Ψ )(sin ) and two siin /sout -terms f (x ), g(x ), f and g
are equivalent up to ψ, denoted by f ψ g, if isSat(ψ(x ) ∧ f (x ) = g(x )) does not
hold. Two sequences of siin /sout -terms f = f1 ...fn and g = g1 ...gm are equivalent
up to ψ, denoted by f ψ g , iﬀ n = m and for every j ∈ [n], fj ψ gj .
Given a siin /sout -term f = f1 ...fn and a sequence of data values d =
(d1 , . . . , di ) ∈ (Dsin )i , let f (d ) denote the sequence f1 (d )...fn (d ), that
is, a data word of sort sout .
Deﬁnition 23 (Symbolic ﬁnite-state transducers). A symbolic ﬁnite-state
transducer (SFT) is a tuple A = (Q, Υ, sin , sout , q0 , δ, F ), where:
– Q, q0 and F are deﬁned as those for SFAs,
– Υ = (S, F, P) is a decidable label theory with the input sort sin and output
sort sout ,
– δ is a ﬁnite set of symbolic transitions (q, ψ, f, q  ) such that q, q  ∈ Q, ψ ∈ Ψ sin
and f is a sequence of sin /sout -terms.
Let A = (Q, Υ, sin , sout , q0 , δ, F ) be an SFT. Then A is deterministic if for all
(q1 , ψ, f , q2 ), (q1 , ψ  , f ’ , q2 ) ∈ δ, if isSat(ψ ∧ ψ  ), then q2 = q2 and f ψ∧ψ f ’ .
Semantics of SFTs. Similar to SFAs, a symbolic transition t = (q1 , ψ, f , q2 ) ∈ δ
in the SFT A can be concretised into a potentially inﬁnite set t of concrete
d/w

transitions →⊆ Q × Dsin × (Dsout )∗ × Q, where q1 −→ q2 ∈ t iﬀ d ∈ ψ and
w = f (d). Intuitively, suppose A is at the state q1 and reading the input data
value d ∈ Dsin , if there is a transition (q1 , ψ, f , q2 ) ∈ δ such that d ∈ ψ, then A
can move from the state q1 to the state q2 after reading d, moreover it produces
a data word w ∈ (Dsout )∗ .
u/w

Given a data word u = d1 ...dn ∈ (Dsin )∗ , q1  qn+1 if there exist states
q2 , ..., qn ∈ Q and data words w1 , ..., wn ∈ (Dsout )∗ such that w = w1 ...wn and
di /wi

for each i ∈ [n], qi −→ qi+1 . The transduction TA deﬁned by the SFT A is
a relation TA ⊆ (Dsin )∗ × (Dsout )∗ deﬁned as follows: For each u ∈ (Dsin )∗ and
u/w

w ∈ (Dsout )∗ , (u, w) ∈ TA iﬀ there exists q  ∈ F such that q0  q  . For each
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u ∈ (Dsin )∗ , deﬁne TA (u) = {w ∈ (Dsout )∗ | (u, w) ∈ TA }. The SFT A is singlevalued if for all u ∈ (Dsin )∗ , |TA (u)| ≤ 1. The SFT A is ﬁnite-valued if there
exists a bound K ≥ 0 such that for all u ∈ (Dsin )∗ , |TA (u)| ≤ K.
Example 13. Let us consider the simple SFT
Axor = ({q0 }, Υ, BV 2 , BV, q0 , {(q0 , true, f, q0 )}, {q0 }),
where BV 2 and BV are respectively bit vectors with length 2 and 1, the function
def
f = λb0 , b1 . b0 xor b1 (xor is the bitwise exclusive or operator). The SFT Axor
transforms each sequence of bit pairs (b10 , b11 )...(bn0 , bn1 ) into a sequence of bits
b1 ...bn such that for all i ∈ [n], bi = bi0 xor bi1 .
Let Υ1 = (Ω1 ,  ◦ 1 , Ψ1 , Ψ1 ) be a label theory with input sort s1 and output sort s2 , and Υ2 = (Ω2 ,  ◦ 2 , Ψ2 , Ψ2 ) be a label theory with input sort s2
and output sort s3 . Then Υ1 and Υ2 are said to be composable if the following
constraints hold: Let Ω1 = (S1 , F1 , P1 ) and Ω2 = (S2 , F2 , P2 ), then
– S1 ∩ S2 = {s2 },
– for each i, j ∈ N \ {0}, the set of functions from F1 of arity si2 → sj2 is the
same as the set of functions from F2 of arity si2 → sj2 , moreover, for each such
function f , f 1 = f 2 , ﬁnally, all these function symbols are the only ones
shared by F1 and F2 ,
– for each i ∈ N \ {0}, the set of predicates from P1 of arity si2 is the same as
the set of predicates from P2 of arity si2 , moreover, for each such predicate p,
p1 = p2 , ﬁnally, all these predicate symbols are the only ones shared by
P1 and P2 .
From two composable label theories Υ1 and Υ2 , a label theory Υ = (Ω, ◦, Ψ, Ψ  ),
called the composition of Υ1 and Υ2 , can be deﬁned as follows.
– the input sort and output sort of Υ are s1 and s3 respectively,
– Ω = (S1 ∪ S2 , F1 ∪ F2 , P1 ∪ P2 ).
– The  ◦ -interpretations of sorts, function symbols, and predicate symbols
from Ω1 ∩ Ω2 are those of  ◦ 1 . On the other hand, the  ◦ -interpretations
of sorts, function symbols, and predicate symbols from (Ω1 \ Ω2 ) ∪ (Ω2 \ Ω1 )
inherit from  ◦ 1 or  ◦ 2 .
– Ψ is closure of Ψ1 ∪ Ψ2 under Boolean connectives and substitutions (i.e. the
minimum set of formulae that subsumes Ψ1 ∪ Ψ2 and is closed under Boolean
connectives and substitutions).

i
i
– Ψ =
(Ψ  )(s1 ) such that for each i ∈ N \ {0}, (Ψ  )(s1 ) comprises the
i∈N\{0}
i

formulae of the form ψ(x ) ∧ f (x ) = g(x ), where ψ(x ) ∈ Ψ (s1 ) and f, g are
si1 /s3 -terms.
SFTs are said to be closed under composition if for each pair of SFTs A1
with the input/output sort s1 /s2 , and A2 with the input/output sort s2 /s3 ,
there is an SFT A such that for each data word w ∈ (Ds1 )∗ , it holds that
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TA (w) = TA2 (TA1 (w)). Two SFTs A1 and A2 with the input/output sort s1 /s2
are equivalent if for each w ∈ (Ds1 )∗ , TA1 (w) = TA2 (w). The equivalence problem of SFTs is to decide the equivalence of two given SFTs with the same
input/output sorts.
Theorem 20 ([vNG01,VHL+12,VB16]). The following results hold for SFTs:
– SFTs are closed under composition if their label theories are composable.
– The equivalence problem of ﬁnite-valued SFTs is decidable.
We would like to mention that the equivalence problem of ﬁnite state transducers (hence for SFTs) is undecidable [FV98].
Similarly to the extension of SFAs into ESFAs, SFTs can be naturally generalised into extended symbolic ﬁnite-state transducers (ESFTs).
Deﬁnition 24 (Extended symbolic ﬁnite-state transducers). An
extended symbolic ﬁnite-state transducer (ESFT) A is a tuple (Q, Υ, sin ,
sout , q0 , δ, F ), where Q, Υ, sin , sout and q0 ∈ Q are deﬁned as those for SFTs,
and δ is a ﬁnite set of transition rules of the form t = (q1 , , ψ, f, q2 ), where:
–
–
–
–

q1 ∈ Q \ {qf } and q2 ∈ Q are respectively the source and target states of t,
 ∈ N \ {0} is the lookahead of t,

ψ ∈ Ψ (sin ) ,
f is a sequence of sin /sout -terms, each of them representing a function from
(Dsin )i to Dsout ,

and F is a set of ﬁnal rules t = (q1 , , ψ, f, qf ) such that if  > 0, then t satisﬁes
the same constraints as transition rules, otherwise (i.e.  = 0), ψ = true.
The lookahead of an ESFT is deﬁned similarly as for ESFAs.
Semantics of ESFTs. Let A = (Q, Υ, sin , sout , q0 , δ, F ) be an ESFT. The semantics of rules t = (q1 , , ψ, f , q2 ) of A is deﬁned as follows:
u/w

t = {q1 −→ q2 | u ∈ ψ, w ∈ f (u)}.
Intuitively, the transition t = (q1 , , ψ, f , q2 ) reads  adjacent input data values
u that satisﬁes ψ, then produces a sequence of data values w ∈ f (u).
u/w

Given a data word u ∈ (Dsin )∗ , q1  qn+1 if there exist states q2 , ..., qn ∈ Q,
words u1 , ..., un ∈ (Dsin )∗ and words w1 , ..., wn ∈ (Dsout )∗ such that u = u1 ...un ,
ui /wi

w = w1 ...wn and for each i ∈ [n], qi −→ qi+1 . The transduction TA deﬁned by
A is a relation on (Dsin )∗ × (Dsout )∗ deﬁned as follows: For each u ∈ (Dsin )∗ and
u/w

w ∈ (Dsout )∗ , (u, w) ∈ TA iﬀ q0  qf . In addition, we use TA (u) to denote the
set {w ∈ (Dsout )∗ | (u, w) ∈ TA }.
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Fig. 7. The ESFT Ascript

Example 14. Let us consider the ESFT Ascript = ({q0 , q1 , qf }, Υ, s, s, q0 , δ,
{q0 , q1 }), where Υ is the theory of UTF-8 characters where all the function
symbols are constants and the set of predicate symbols is empty, s is the sort of
UTF-8 characters, δ is shown in Fig. 7. Ascript removes all the non-empty data
subwords following each occurrence of script until /script occurs.
An ESFT A = (Q, Υ, sin , sout , q0 , δ, F ) is deterministic if for all rules
(q1 , , ψ, f , q2 ), (q1 ,  , ψ  , f  , q2 ) ∈ δ ∪ F :
– if q2 , q2 ∈ Q \ {qf } and isSat(ψ ∧ ψ  ), then q2 = q2 ,  =  and f ψ∧ψ f  ,
– if q2 = q2 = qf , isSat(ψ ∧ ψ  ) and  =  , then f ψ∧ψ f  ,
– if q2 ∈ Q \ {qf }, q2 = qf and isSat(ψ ∧ ψ  ), then  >  .
An ESFT A is single-valued if |TA (u)| ≤ 1 for all u ∈ (Dsin )∗ . An ESFT A
is ﬁnite-valued if there exists K ≥ 0 such that |TA (u)| ≤ K for all u ∈ (Dsin )∗ .
Cartesian and monadic ESFTs are deﬁned similarly as for ESFAs.
Theorem 21 ([DV15]). The following results hold for ESFTs:
– Cartesian ESFTs, monadic ESFTs, and SFTs are expressively equivalent,
moreover, this fact holds in the deterministic case.
– ESFTs with lookahead  + 1 are more expressive than ESFTs with lookahead .
– ESFTs are not closed under composition (even if the label theories are
composable).
– The equivalence problem of single-valued ESFTs over quantiﬁer free successor
arithmetic and tuples is undecidable, but is decidable for single-valued Cartesian ESFTs.
It is open whether the equivalence problem of ﬁnite-valued Cartesian ESFTs
is decidable or not.
Further Reading. Symbolic visibly pushdown automata (SVPA) were investigated in [DA14]. Another extension of SFAs, called symbolic ﬁnite-state
automata with registers (SRA), was also investigated in [DV15]. It turns out
that adding registers into SFAs entails undecidability, even for the nonemptiness
problem, since Minsky machines can be easily simulated by SRAs. In addition,
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symbolic ﬁnite-state tree automata (SFTAs) were investigated in [VB11a,VB15,
VD16]. It was shown that SVPAs and SFTAs preserve all the desirable properties of visibly pushdown automata and tree automata respectively. Symbolic tree
transducers (STT) were also investigated. It was shown in [FV14] that symbolic
tree transducers are not closed under compositions, which corrected an incorrect
claim in [VB11b].

8

Formalisms with Data Constraints for the Verification
of Programs Manipulating Dynamic Data Structures

Dynamic data structures, or heaps, are widely used in system software, e.g., operating systems and device drivers. Formal analysis and veriﬁcation of programs
manipulating dynamic data structures are notoriously diﬃcult. For instance, the
sizes of dynamic data structures are unbounded, their shapes may change during the execution of the program, and their nodes may contain data values from
an inﬁnite domain, or even worse, there may be pointer arithmetics applied to
the pointer variables. Researchers have proposed various approaches to reason
about dynamic data structures, e.g., shape analysis [SRW02], separation logic
[Rey02], and forest automata [HHR+12]. Noteworthily most work focuses on the
shape properties, e.g., whether the data structure is a list, or a binary tree, but
disregards data and size constraints, e.g., whether the lists and trees are sorted
or the trees are balanced.
8.1

Separation Logic with Inductive Deﬁnitions and Data
Constraints

Separation logic (SL) is an extension of Hoare logic. Since its introduction, SL has
become a widely used formalism for analysing and verifying heap-manipulating
programs [BCO05,DOY06,CDOY11]. As an assertion language, SL can express
how data structures are laid out in memory in a succinct way. In a nutshell,
this language features: (i) a spatial conjunction operator that decomposes the
heap into disjoint regions, each of which can be reasoned about independently,
and (ii) inductive predicates that describe the shape of unbounded linked data
structures such as lists, trees, etc. We shall present a version of separation logic
with data constraints, which may include pure constraints on data values and
capture desired properties of structural heaps such as the size, height, sortedness
and even near-balanced tree properties.
As in Sect. 7, we consider a data domain D, but this time we have an explicit
logical language to specify (much) more involved properties over D. As a general
framework, we are a bit abstract here and assume a theory (D, L) where L is
a suitable logical structure interpreted over D. Typical cases include Presburger
arithmetic (in which (D, L) = (N, +, ≤, 0, 1)), logical theories supported by modern SMT solvers, or even logical theories on sets or multisets. As a convention,
data variables are typically denoted by DVars, ranged over by lowercase letters
x, y, · · · .
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To deﬁne a separation logic with data constraints, we further assume an inﬁnite set L of locations. As a convention, l, l , · · · ∈ L denote locations. Accordingly, we introduce a set of location variables LVars ranged over by uppercase
letters E, F, X, Y, · · · . We further consider two kinds of ﬁelds, i.e., location ﬁelds
from F and data ﬁelds from D. Each ﬁeld f ∈ F (resp. d ∈ D) is associated
with L (resp. D). A term is either a variable from DVars∪LVars, or the constant
symbol nil. We usually use t and t to denote a term and a tuple of terms.
Logic formulae may contain a set of (user-deﬁned) inductive predicates, which
are collected in P and will deﬁned momentarily. In the following, the logic is
denoted by SLID[P, L].
Syntax. SLID[P, L] formulae comprise three types of formulae: pure formulae
Π, data formulae Δ, and spatial formulae Σ, which are deﬁned by the following
rules:
Π =

def

E = F | E = F | Π ∧ Π

(pure formulae)

def

Σ=

emp | E → ρ | P (t) | Σ ∗ Σ

(spatial formulae)

def

ρ=

(f, X) | (d, x) | ρ, ρ

def

formulae from L

Δ=

(data formulae)

where P ∈ P, f ∈ F, and d ∈ D. For spatial formulae Σ, formulae of the form
emp, E → ρ, or P (t) are called spatial atoms. In particular, formulae of the form
E → ρ and P (t) are called points-to atoms and predicate atoms respectively.
Each predicate P ∈ P has a ﬁxed arity, and is of the form
def

P (t) =

n


∃w i .(Πi ∧ Δi ∧ Σi ),

i=1

We call ∃w i .(Πi ∧Δi ∧Σi ) the rule of P (t). In addition, if in a rule ∃w i .(Πi ∧Δi ∧
Σi ), Σi contains predicate atoms, the rule is called an inductive rule; otherwise,
it is called a base rule.
Remark 3. Separation logic, as an extension of ﬁrst-order logic, usually encompasses two connectives: the separating conjunction (∗) and its adjoin (the separating implication −∗, aka the magic wand ). It turns out that the magic wand is
so powerful that, adding it to the logic would make the logic undecidable immediately (with only very few exceptions). Moreover, although very interesting from
a theoretical perspective, its importance in program veriﬁcation is debatable,
since in many cases, the use of the magic wand can be avoided. In light of this,
we exclude this connective in our logic.
Semantics. Formulae of SLID[P, L] are interpreted on the (memory) states. Formally, a state is a pair (s, h), where
– s is a stack, which is a partial function from LVars ∪ DVars to L ∪ D such that
dom(s) is ﬁnite and s respects the data type,
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– h is a heap, which is a partial function from L × (F ∪ D) to L ∪ D such that
• h respects the data type of ﬁelds, that is, for each l ∈ L and f ∈ F (resp.
l ∈ L and d ∈ D), if h(l, f ) (resp. h(l, d)) is deﬁned, then h(l, f ) ∈ L
(resp. h(l, d) ∈ D); and
• h is ﬁeld-consistent, i.e. every location in h possess the same set of ﬁelds.
For a heap h, we use ldom(h) to denote the set of locations l ∈ L such that
h(l, f ) or h(l, d) is deﬁned for some f ∈ F and d ∈ D. Moreover, we use Flds(h)
to denote the set of ﬁelds f ∈ F or d ∈ D such that h(l, f ) or h(l, d) is deﬁned
for some l ∈ L. Two heaps h1 and h2 are said to be ﬁeld-compatible if Flds(h1 ) =
Flds(h2 ). We write h1 #h2 if ldom(h1 )∩ldom(h2 ) = ∅. Moreover, we write h1 !h2
for the disjoint union of two ﬁeld-compatible ﬁelds h1 and h2 (this implies that
h1 #h2 ).
Let (s, h) be a state and ϕ be an SLID[P, L] formula. The semantics of
SLID[P, L] formulae is deﬁned as follows,
(s, h)  E = F if s(E) = s(F ),
(s, h)  E = F if s(E) = s(F ),
(s, h)  Π1 ∧ Π2 if (s, h)  Π1 and (s, h)  Π2 ,
(s, h)  emp if ldom(h) = ∅,
(s, h)  E → ρ if ldom(h) = s(E), and for each (f, X) ∈ ρ, h(s(E), f ) = s(X),
and for each (d, x) ∈ ρ, h(s(E), d) = s(x),
– (s, h)  P (t) if (s, h) ∈ [[P (t)]],
– (s, h)  Σ1 ∗ Σ2 if there are h1 , h2 such that h = h1 ! h2 , (s, h1 )  Σ1 and
(s, h2 )  Σ2 .

–
–
–
–
–

where the semantics of predicates [[P (t)]] is given by the least ﬁxpoint of a
monotone operator constructed from the body of rules for P in a standard way,
as in [BFGP14].
Example 15. Linked list segments are deﬁned by the inductive predicate
ls(E, F ),
ls(E, F ) = (E = F ∧ emp) ∨ (∃X. E → (next, X) ∗ ls(X, F )).
def

In addition, acyclic list segments are deﬁned by the inductive predicate als(E, F )
whose deﬁnition is obtained from that of ls(E, F ) by adding E = F to the inductive rule. Sorted list segments are deﬁned by the inductive predicate sls(E, F, x),
sls(E, F, x) = (E = F ∧ emp) ∨ (∃X, x . x ≤ x ∧
def

E → ((next, X), (data, x)) ∗ sls(X, F, x )).
And sorted acyclic list segments are deﬁned by the inductive predicate
asls(E, F, x) whose deﬁnition is obtained from that of sls(E, F, x) by adding
E = F to the inductive rule. Linked list segments with consecutive data values
are deﬁned by
pls(E, F, x) = (E = F ∧ emp) ∨ (∃X, x . x = x + 1∧
def

E → ((next, X), (data, x)) ∗ pls(X, F, x )).
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For the purpose of program veriﬁcation, the following two decision problems
play a vital role, which are the subjects of much of the current research in this
area.
– Satisﬁability: Given an SLID[P, L] formula ϕ, decide whether [[ϕ]] is empty.
– Entailment: Given two SLID[P, L] formulae ϕ, ψ such that Vars(ψ) ⊆ Vars(ϕ),
decide whether ϕ  ψ holds.
We comment that the former problem is fundamental in studying logics, and
usually serves as the ﬁrst task in developing (automated) tool support. The
latter question enables automated veriﬁcation of programs with SL assertions in
a Hoare logic style.
Not surprisingly, these questions are challenging, since in general the entailment problem of separation logic with inductive predicates (even without
data constraints) is already undecidable [AGH+14]. Over the past ten years,
researchers have developed various techniques to tackle the challenges, by considering diﬀerent fragments, or utilizing incomplete decision procedures (in particular, by considering heuristics).
Linearly Compositional Fragment. In [GCW16], Gu et al. deﬁned a linearly
compositional fragment, where the inductive predicates, as well as the data constraints, must obey certain restrictions. A predicate P ∈ P is linearly compositional if
– the parameters of P can be divided into three categories: source parameters
E, α, destination parameters F, β, and static parameters ξ, such that E, α
and F, β are symmetric, in the sense that the two vectors of parameters are
of the same length, and the two parameters in the same positions of the two
vectors are of the same data type, in addition, E, F are location variables,
– the inductive deﬁnition of P is given by
(R0 )
P (E, α; F, β; ξ) = (E = F ∧ α = β ∧ emp)
∨ (∃X∃x. Δ ∧ E → ρ ∗ P (Y, γ; F, β; ξ)) (R1 )
def

The term “linearly compositional” reﬂects that: (1) P (E, α; F, β; ξ) can only
deﬁne linear data structures, for instance, singly or doubly linked lists, lists
with tail pointers, (2) P (E, α; F, β; ξ) satisﬁes the so-called composition lemma
P (E1 , α1 ; E2 , α2 ; ξ) ∗ P (E2 , α2 ; E3 , α3 ; ξ) ⇒ P (E1 , α1 ; E3 , α3 ; ξ), which is
essential for deciding the entailment problem by extending the procedure based
on graph homomorphism introduced in [CHO+11].
Furthermore, the data formulae are deﬁned as:
Δ = true | x o c | x o y + c | Δ ∧ Δ
def

where o ∈ {=, ≤, ≥} and c is an integer constant.
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We have the following constraints on the inductive rule (R1 ):
1. None of the variables from F, β occur elsewhere in R1 , that is, in Δ, or E → ρ.
2. Each conjunct of Δ is of the form αi o c, αi o ξj , or αi o γi +c for o ∈ {=, ≤, ≥},
1 ≤ i ≤ |α| = |γ|, 1 ≤ j ≤ |ξ|, and c ∈ Z.
3. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ |α| such that αi is a data variable, either αi occurs in ρ, or
Δ contains αi = γi + c for some c ∈ Z.
4. Each variable occurs in P (Y, γ; F, β; ξ) (resp. ρ) at most once.
5. All location variables from α ∪ ξ ∪ X occur in ρ.
6. Y ∈ X and γ ⊆ {E} ∪ X ∪ x .
The ﬁrst constraint on (R1 ) above is essential to guarantee that P (E, α; F, β; ξ)
satisﬁes the composition lemma (cf. [ESW15]). We will use Flds(P ) to denote
the set of ﬁelds occurring in the inductive rule (R1 ) of P and PLFld(P ) to denote
the unique location ﬁeld f such that (f, Y ) occurs in the inductive rule (R1 ) of
P (the uniqueness of f is due to the aforementioned 4-th constraint of (R1 )).
We write SLIDLC [P] for the collection of separation logic formulae ϕ = Π ∧
Δ ∧ Σ satisfying the following constraints,
– linearly compositional predicates: all predicates from P are linearly compositional,
– domination of principal location ﬁeld: for each pair of predicates P1 , P2 ∈
P, if Flds(P1 ) = Flds(P2 ), then PLFld(P1 ) = PLFld(P2 ),
– uniqueness of predicates: there is P ∈ P such that each predicate atom of
Σ is of the form P (−), and for each points-to atom occurring in Σ, the set of
ﬁelds of this atom is Flds(P ).
Example 16. The inductive predicate ls(E, F ) in Example 15 is linearly compositional, while all the others therein are not. For instance, als does not satisfy the constraint that the source parameter F occurs only once in the inductive rule, sls(E, F, x) does not satisfy that the source parameters and destination parameters are symmetric. Nevertheless, the predicates sls(E, F, x) and
pls(E, F, x) can be adapted into linearly compositional predicates sls(F, x; F, x )
and pls (E, x; F, x ) by adding one extra destination parameter x ,
sls (E, x; F, x ) = (E = F ∧ x = x ∧ emp) ∨ (∃X, x1 . x ≤ x1 ∧
def

E → ((next, X), (data, x)) ∗ sls (X, x1 ; F, x )),
pls (E, x; F, x ) = (E = F ∧ x = x ∧ emp) ∨ (∃X, x1 . x1 = x + 1∧
def

E → ((next, X), (data, x)) ∗ pls (X, x1 ; F, x )).

Theorem 22. The following facts hold for SLIDLC [P].
– The satisﬁability problem of SLIDLC [P] is in NP.
– The entailment problem of SLIDLC [P] formulae is in ΠP
3.
It is an interesting open problem to extend the results in Theorem 22 to
compositional inductive predicates that are capable of deﬁning non-linear data
structures, e.g. trees.
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Semi-decision Procedures for Separation Logic with Inductive Deﬁnitions and
Data Constriants. Bouajjani et al. considered a fragment of separation logic
with the ls predicate and data constraints, called SLD (Singly-linked list with
Data Logic), where data constraints are speciﬁed by universal quantiﬁers over
index variables [BDES12]. They showed that the entailment problem of SLD is
undecidable in general, but provided a sound—but incomplete—decision procedure. In addition, they identiﬁed a decidable fragment of SLD. The logic SLD in
[BDES12] focuses on singly linked lists, and it is unclear how to extend to other
linear structures such as doubly linked lists. The decision procedure in [BDES12]
is incomplete for fragments that can express list segments where the data values are consecutive. (Note that this can be expressed in the logic SLIDLC [P]
aforementioned; see pls (E, x; F, x ) in Example 16.)
In [CDNQ12], Chin et al. proposed an entailment checking procedure that
can handle well-founded predicates (that may be recursively deﬁned) using
unfold/fold reasoning. In [LSC16], the authors present a semi-decision procedure for a fragment of separation logic with inductive predicates and Presburger
arithmetic. The authors present S2SAT, a decision procedure combining underapproximation and over-approximation for simultaneously checking SAT and
UNSAT properties for a sound and complete theory augmented with inductive
predicates. To check the satisﬁability (but not entailment) of a formula, the procedure iteratively unfolds the formula and examines the derived disjuncts. In
each iteration, it searches for a proof of either satisﬁability or unsatisﬁability.
They also identify a syntactically restricted fragment of the logic for which the
procedure is terminating and thus complete.
Other Work on Decision Procedures for First-Order Separation Logic with Data
Constraints. Bansal et al. considered ﬁrst-order separation logic on lists with
ordered data and identiﬁed the decidability frontier of the satisﬁability problem [BBL09]. Very recently, Reynolds et al. proposed a decision procedure for
the quantiﬁer-free fragment of ﬁrst-order separation logic interpreted over heap
graphs with data elements ranging over a parametric multi-sorted (possibly inﬁnite) domain [RISK16].
8.2

GRASS: Logic of Graph Reachability and Stratiﬁed Sets

GRASS stands for logic of Graph Reachability And Stratiﬁed Sets, which was
introduced by Piskac et al. [PWZ13,PWZ14]. The main motivation of these logics
is to encode separation logic with inductive predicates into decidable fragments
of many-sorted ﬁrst-order logic, where inductive predicates (e.g. singly linked
lists) are encoded by reachability predicates without relying on induction and
separating conjunction is encoded by set constraints, and thus oﬀering an SMTbased decision procedure and tool support for separation logic with inductive
deﬁnitions. An appealing feature of this approach is that the translation into
many-sorted ﬁrst-order logic oﬀers a convenient way to combine shape properties
and data constraints, by utilising the Nelson-Oppen framework [NO79].
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In the following, we ﬁrst deﬁne the logic GRASS.
Deﬁnition 25 (GRASS logic, [PWZ14]). The GRASS logic can be deﬁned as
many-sorted ﬁrst-order logic with the signature ΩGS = (SGS , FGS , PGS ), where
– SGS = {node, field, set};
– FGS consists of null : node, read : field × node → node, write : field × node ×
node → node, and a countable inﬁnite set of constant symbols for each sort in
SGS ;
– PGS consists of B : field × node × node × node and ∈: node × set.
Semantics. The semantics of GRASS formulae is deﬁned with respect to a
theory Th(IGS ), where IGS is a set of ΩGS -interpretations such that an ΩGS interpretation I is in IGS if I satisﬁes the following conditions.
I interprets the sort node as a ﬁnite set nodeI .
The sort field is interpreted as the set of all functions nodeI → nodeI .
The sort set is interpreted as the set of all subsets of nodeI .
The function symbols read and write represent ﬁeld look-up and ﬁeld update.
They must satisfy the following properties,
• ∀u ∈ nodeI , f ∈ fieldI , readI (f, u) = f (u),
• ∀u, v ∈ nodeI , f ∈ fieldI , writeI (f, u, v) is the function f  ∈ fieldI such that
for each w ∈ nodeI , if w = u, then f  (w) = u, otherwise, f  (w) = f (w).
– The between predicate B(f, x, y, z) denotes that x reaches z via an f -path that
must go though y. Formally, B(f, x, y, z) satisﬁes that for each (f, u, v, w) ∈
fieldI × nodeI × nodeI × nodeI , B I (f, u, v, w) holds iﬀ (u, w) ∈ f ∗ ∧ (u, v) ∈
({(u1 , f (u1 )) | u1 ∈ nodeI ∧ u1 = w})∗ , where f ∗ is the reﬂexive and transitive
closure of f , similarly for ({(u1 , f (u1 )) | u1 ∈ nodeI ∧ u1 = w})∗ .
– Finally, ∈I , the interpretation of ∈ in I, is the set membership relation, that
is, for each u ∈ nodeI and S ∈ set, u ∈I S holds iﬀ u is an element of S.

–
–
–
–

We will use R(f, x, y) as a short-hand for B(f, x, y, y), which intuitively means
that there is an f -path from x to y.
Although the satisﬁability problem of GRASS is undecidable in general,
decidable fragments have been considered in [PWZ13,PWZ14]. In the following, we will use the fragment of GRASS in [PWZ13] to illustrate the idea, where
the specialisation of GRASS to lists was considered and it was shown how to
translate separation logic formulae over lists into GRASS. The interested reader
can refer to [PWZ14] for the fragment GRIT which is devoted to tree structures.
Let us call the fragment of GRASS in [PWZ13] as GRASSlist .
Deﬁnition 26 (GRASSlist , [PWZ13]). We assume that X is a countably inﬁnite set of variables of sorts node and set. We use the lower-case symbols x, y ∈ X
for variables of sort node and upper-case symbols X, Y ∈ X for variables of
sort set. In addition, we assume that next ∈ field is used to denote the nextpointers between locations in lists. Then the syntax of GRASSlist is deﬁned by
the following rules,
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TL = x | next(TL ), where x ∈ X ,
def

A
U
TS
B
F

next\TL

= TL = TL | TL −−−−−→ TL ,
def
= A | ¬U | U ∧ U | U ∨ U,
def
= X | ∅ | TS \ TS | TS ∪ TS | TS ∩ TS | {x.U }, s.t. next(x) does not occur in U,
def
= TS = TS | TL ∈ TS ,
def
= A | B | ¬F | F ∧ F | F ∨ F.
def

A GRASS formula is a propositional combination of atoms. There are two types
of atoms.
– Atoms of type A are either equalities between terms of type TL and reachability predicates. The terms of type TL represent nodes in the graph. They are
associated with the sort node and are constructed from variables and applicanext\t3

tion of next. Reachability predicates t1 −−−−−→ t2 intuitively means that there
is a path in the graph that from t1 to t2 without going through t3 .
– Atoms of type B are equalities between terms of sort set and membership tests.
Terms of type set represent stratiﬁed sets1 , i.e., their elements are interpreted
as nodes in the graph. Terms of sort set include set comprehensions of the
form {x.U }, where U is a Boolean combination of atoms of type A.
next

next\t2

We will use t1 −−−→ t2 as an abbreviation of t1 −−−−−→ t2 , which intuitively
means that t2 is reachable from t1 by following the ﬁeld next. In addition, we
use t1 = t2 as an abbreviation of ¬(t1 = t2 ). For a variable x ∈ X , we use {x} to
denote the singleton set {y. y = x}. The side condition that next(x) does not
occur in U in the terms {x. U } is important to ensure the decidability of the
logic.
Note that GRASSlist includes some syntactic sugar that is not in GRASS
deﬁned above. We will illustrate how this syntactic sugar can be casted into the
original deﬁnition of GRASS.
– next(t) ≡ read(next, t),
next\t3

– t1 −−−−−→ t2 ≡ R(next, t1 , t2 ) ∧ ∀x. (B(next, t1 , x, t2 ) ∧ x = t2 ) → x = t3 ,
– Set operations can be reformulated into GRASS as well. For instance, (X1 \
X2 ) ∪ X3 = Y ≡ ∀x. ((x ∈ X1 ∧ ¬x ∈ X2 ) ∨ x ∈ X3 ) ↔ x ∈ Y , and
X = {x} ≡ x ∈ X ∧ ∀y. y ∈ X ↔ y = x.
We use X = Y ! Z as an abbreviation of the formula X = Y ∪ Z ∧ Y ∩ Z = ∅,
which intuitively means that X is the disjoint union of Y and Z.
next

next

Example 17. Consider the formula F ≡ Y = {x. x −−−→ y} ∧ Z = {x. x −−−→
z} ∧ X = Y ! Z. This formula expresses that the subgraph of the heap graph
induced by the set of nodes X comprises two disjoint connected components,
one in which all nodes reach y, and one in which all nodes reach z.
1

The notion of stratiﬁed sets comes from [Zar03].
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Theorem 23 ([PWZ13]). The satisﬁability problem of GRASSlist is NPcomplete.
In the following, we ﬁrst illustrate how SLID[als], i.e. the logic SLID with only
a single inductive predicate als(x, y) and no data constraints (cf. Example 15
for the deﬁnition of als, adapted slightly by replacing E, F with x, y), can be
translated into GRASSlist . Speciﬁcally, SLID[als] formulae Π ∧ Σ are deﬁned by
the following rules,
Π = x = y | x = y | Π ∧ Π,
def

Σ = x → (next, y) | als(x, y) | Σ ∗ Σ,
def

where Π and Σ are called the pure and spatial formulae respectively.
The translation is done by induction the syntax of SLID[als] formulae. Since
the translation of pure formulae is trivial (the identity translation), we only
describe the translation of spatial formulae, denoted by trX (Σ) (where X denotes
the set of locations), below.
– trX (emp) = X = ∅,
def
– trX (x → (next, y)) = X = {x} ∧ next(x) = y,
def

next

f \y

– trX (als(x, y)) = x −−−→ y ∧ X = {z. x −−→ z ∧ z = y},
def
– trX (Σ1 ∗ Σ2 ) = X = X1 ! X2 ∧ trX1 (Σ1 ) ∧ trX2 (Σ2 ), where X1 and X2 are
two fresh variables of sort set.
def

As a matter of fact, we can even translate the Boolean combination of SLID[ls]
formulae into GRASSlist since GRASSlist is closed under negations.
Extension with Data Constraints. One notable feature of this translation of
separation logic formulae into GRASSlist is that it oﬀers a convenient way to
specify and reason about data constraints in dynamic data structures, by using
the Nelson-Oppen combination framework. To support reasoning about data
constraints, we extend the signature of GRASSlist with an additional sort data
for data values, data ﬁelds interpreted as the functions from nodeI to dataI , and
sets with data elements. The read and write functions are extended accordingly.
In the following, we assume that there is a unique data ﬁeld d and we use d(x)
to denote the value of a node x corresponding to ﬁeld d.
We can combine GRASSlist with any decidable quantiﬁer-free ﬁrst-order theory that is signature-disjoint from GRASSlist and stably-inﬁnite to interpret the
data sort. The extensions that we discuss build on such quantiﬁer-free combinations. [PWZ14] considers three categories of extensions with data: (1) monadic
predicates on the data value of one node, (2) binary predicates between the
data values of two distinct nodes, and (3) constraints on the content of data
structures, that is, sets of data values occurring in data structures.
– Monadic predicates. These predicates are able to express properties such as
upper and lower bounds on the values contained in a tree. Such formulae have
the following form: ∀x.x ∈ X → Q(d(x)) where Q is a monadic predicate
over data and X a variable of sort set. This class of formulae also forms a
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so-called Ψ -local theory extension [IJS08]. Then we can slightly adapt the
decision procedure for GRASSlist to obtain a complete decision procedure for
the extension of GRASSlist with monadic-predicate data constraints.
– Binary predicates. These predicates are introduced to deﬁne, for instance,
a sorted linked list, in which we need to relate data values in two distinct
nodes. To ensure completeness of the decision procedure, the binary predicates must satisfy that the expressed binary relations are transitive as well
as some other constraints. (They are too technical to be stated here clearly.
Those who are interested can read Sect. 7 of [PWZ14] for these additional constraints) One typical transitive binary predicate is the order relation between
data values. The transitivity requirement prevents us from expressing data
constraints involving counting, e.g., length constraints or multiset constraints.
With binary predicates, we can express the sortedness property as follows:
next
∀x, y ∈ X. x −−−→ y → d(x) ≤ d(y).
– Set constraints. This class of extensions enables reasoning about functional
correctness properties. Essentially a way of referring to the content of lists
is needed. While one can deﬁne the content of a list whose footprint is X as
C(X) = {z | ∃x ∈ X. z = x.d}. This deﬁnition goes beyond GRASSlist , due to
the existential quantiﬁer appearing inside the set comprehension. In [PWZ13],
the authors proposed a solution by adding a witness function that maps a data
value back to a node in the graph which stores the data value. They deﬁne
the witness function in an axiomatic way, any show that the axioms still give
a Ψ -local theory extension.
Limitations of This Approach. Unfortunately, there is no precise characterization of the limit of extensions that preserve the property of local theory extensions on which the decision procedure is built. However, not all extensions are
local, in particular, the constraints involving counting, e.g. length constraints
and multiset constraints.
Other Works on First-/Second-Order Logics Combining Shape Properties and Data Constraints. Bouajjani et al. proposed a fragment of manysorted ﬁrst-order logic with reachability predicates, called CSL (Composite
Structure Logic [BDES09]), to reason about programs manipulating composite
dynamic data structures. The formulae in CSL allow a limited form of alternation
between existential and universal quantiﬁers and they can express constraints
on reachability between positions in the heap following some pointer ﬁelds, linear constraints on the lengths of the lists, as well as constraints on the data
values attached to these positions. For data constraints, the logic CSL is parameterized by a ﬁrst-order logic over the associated data domain. They proved
that the satisﬁability problem of CSL is decidable whenever the underlying data
logic is decidable. In addition, Madhusudan et al. deﬁned a fragment of monadic
second-order logic, called STRAND (STRucture ANd Data), to reason about
both shape properties and data constraints, in tree structures [MPQ11]. While
the satisﬁability of STRAND logic is undecidable in general, several decidable
fragments were identiﬁed in [MPQ11].
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Streaming Transducers

In [AC11], Alur and Cerny proposed streaming transducers to show that for
a class of single-pass list processing programs, the equivalence problem of the
programs in this class is decidable. The intuition of streaming transducers is
to model linked lists as data words, use a set of data word variables to store
some intermediate information for the outputs, and at the same time use a set
of registers ranging over an ordered data domain to guide the control ﬂow of
transducers. In the following, we present the deﬁnition of streaming transducers
and some basic facts known for streaming transducers.
Let D be an inﬁnite set of data values. We will use < to denote the strict
total order over D. Examples of (D, <) include (Z, <), the set of integers with the
order relation, and (Q, <), the set of rational numbers with the order relation.
As for NRAs in Sect. 3, let R be a set of registers and cur ∈ R be a distinguished
register to denote the data value in the current position, in addition, let Rc
def
denote R ∪ {cur}. A guard formula over R is deﬁned by the rules g = true |
false | cur o r | g ∧ g ∧ g ∨ g, where r ∈ R and o ∈ {=, =, <, >}. Let GR denote the
set of guards over R. Let ρ be a valuation that assigns each r ∈ R a data value
from D, and d ∈ D. Then ρ[d/cur] satisﬁes a guard g, denoted by ρ[d/cur] |= g,
is deﬁned as follows:
– ρ[d/cur] |= cur = r if d = ρ(r), similarly for ρ[d/cur] |= cur = r, ρ[d/cur] |=
cur < r, and ρ[d/cur] |= cur > r,
– ρ[d/cur] |= g ∧ g and ρ[d/cur] |= g ∨ g are deﬁned in a standard way.
Deﬁnition 27 (Streaming transducers). A streaming transducer (ST) S is
a tuple (Q, Σ, Γ, R, X, q0 , τ0 , δ, O), where:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Q is a ﬁnite set of states,
R is a ﬁnite set of registers,
X is a ﬁnite set of data word variables,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
τ0 : R → D assigns each register an initial data value,
δ is a ﬁnite set of transitions comprising the tuples (q, σ, g, q  , α), where q, q  ∈
Q, σ ∈ Σ, g is a guard on R, α is a function (instead of a partial function)
which assigns each r ∈ R a variable r ∈ Rc , and assigns each x ∈ X a
sequence from ((Γ × Rc ) ∪ X)∗ ,
– O is a partial output function from Q to ((Γ × R) ∪ X)∗ .
In addition, S satisﬁes the following constraints.

– deterministic: for each pair of distinct transitions (q, σ, g1 , q1 , α1 ), (q, σ, g2 ,
q2 , α) ∈ δ, it holds that g1 ∧ g2 is unsatisﬁable,
– copyless: for each q ∈ Q and x ∈ X, there is at most one occurrence of x in
O(q), in addition, for each x ∈ X and (q, σ, g, q  , α) ∈ δ, there is at most one
occurrence of x in the set of words {α(y) | y ∈ X}.
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Semantics of STs. Given a data word w = (σ1 , d1 ) . . . (σn , dn ) and an ST S =
(Q, Σ, Γ, R, X, q0 , δ, O), a conﬁguration of S on w, is a pair (i, ρ), where ρ is
a valuation ρ on R ∪ X, that is, a function which assigns each r ∈ R a data
value from D, and assigns each x ∈ X ∩ dom(ρ) a data word over the alphabet
Γ . The initial conﬁguration is (q0 , ρ0 ) where ρ0 (r) = τ0 (r) for each r ∈ R, and
ρ0 (x) = ε for each x ∈ X. A conﬁguration (q  , ρ ) is said to be a successor of
another conﬁguration (q, ρ), denoted by (q, ρ) −→ (q  , ρ ), if there are d ∈ D
and a transition (q, σ, g, q  , α) ∈ δ such that ρ[d/cur] |= g and for each r ∈ R,
ρ (r) = (ρ[d/cur])(α(r)), and for each x ∈ X, ρ (x) = (ρ[d/cur])(α(x)), where
(ρ[d/cur])(α(x)) is obtained from α(x) by replacing each occurrence of y ∈ R∪X
in α(x) with (ρ[d/cur])(y). A run of S on w is a sequence of conﬁgurations
(q0 , ρ0 )(q1 , ρ1 ) . . . (qn , ρn ) such that (q, ρi ) −→ (q, ρi+1 ) for each i : 0 ≤ i < n.
Note that since S is deterministic, there is at most one run of S on w. The output
of S on w, denoted by S(w), is deﬁned as ρn (O(qn )), if there is a run of S on
w, say (q0 , ρ0 )(q1 , ρ1 ) . . . (qn , ρn ), such that O(qn ) is deﬁned, otherwise, S(w) is
undeﬁned.

Fig. 8. Examples of streaming transducers

Example 18. Here are a few examples of streaming transducers (see Fig. 8).
– Let Σ = {a}. Let F1 be the transduction that reverses a data word. Then F1
is deﬁned by an ST S1 = ({q}, Σ, Σ, R = ∅, X = {x}, q, δ, O), where
• δ = {(q, a, true, q, α)} such that α(x) = (a, cur) · x,
• O(q) = x.
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– Let Σ = {private, public}. Let F2 be the transduction that outputs w1 ·w2 from
w, where w1 and w2 are the subsequences of w that contain the private and
public entries respectively. Then F2 is deﬁned by an ST S2 = ({q}, Σ, Σ, R =
∅, X = {x1 , x2 }, q, δ, O), where
• δ = {(q, private, true, q, α1 ), (q, public, true, q, α2 )} such that α1 (x1 ) = x1 ·
(private, cur), α1 (x2 ) = x2 , α2 (x1 ) = x1 , and α2 (x2 ) = x2 · (public, cur),
• O(q) = x1 · x2 .
– Let Σ = {a}. Let F3 be the transduction to move the data value in the ﬁrst
position to the last position, provided that the sequence of data values in the
data word, except the data value in the ﬁrst position, is sorted, in addition,
all these data values are less than the data value in the ﬁrst position. Then F3
is deﬁned by an ST S3 = ({q0 , q1 }, Σ, Σ, R = {r}, X = {x}, q0 , δ, O), where:
• δ = {(q0 , true, q1 , α1 ), (q1 , cur < r, q1 , α2 )} such that α1 (r) = cur, α1 (x) =
x, α2 (r) = r, and α2 (x) = x · (a, cur).
• O(q1 ) = x · (a, r).
It is easy to check that each of S1 , S2 , S3 deﬁned above satisﬁes the copyless
constraint.
STs are said to be closed under composition if for each pair of STs S1 with
the input/output alphabet Σ/Γ , and S2 with the input/output alphabet Γ/Π,
there is an ST S such that for each data word w over the alphabet Σ, it holds
that S(w) = S2 (S1 (w)).
The equivalence problem of SNTs: Given two STs S1 and S2 , decide whether
they are equivalent, in the sense that for each data word w, S1 (w) = S2 (w).
Theorem 24 ([AC11]). The following results hold for streaming transducers:
– STs are not closed under composition.
– The equivalence problem of STs is PSPACE-complete.
– The equivalence problem of the two-way extension of STs is undecidable.
The PSPACE-hardness of the equivalence problem follows from the fact that the
equivalence of DRAs is PSPACE-hard (cf. Theorem 2).
At last, we would like to remark that since its introduction, most of the
work on streaming transducers focus on ﬁnite alphabets, see e.g. [AC10,AD12,
ADGT13].
Other Automata Models to Reason About Dynamic Data Structures with Data
Constraints. Forest automata were also extended with order constraints to reason about the behaviour of programs manipulating dynamic data structures,
where a sound but incomplete procedure was proposed to decide the language
inclusion problem of two forest automata [AHJ+13].
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Formalisms for Analysing Programs in the MapReduce
Framework

The MapReduce framework is a popular programming model proposed by Dean
and Ghemawat from Google Inc. for data-parallel computations [DG04]. Since
its introduction, various data-parallel computing platforms based on the MapReduce framework, e.g. Apache Hadoop2 , Apache SPARK3 , Microsoft SCOPE
[CJL+08], Yahoo! Pig Latin [ORS+08], and Facebook Hive [TSJ+09], have
appeared and a huge number of big-data processing jobs are executed on these
platforms daily.
In the MapReduce framework, the reducer produces an output from a list of
inputs. Due to the scheduling policy of the platform, the inputs may arrive at
the reducers in diﬀerent order. The commutativity problem of reducers asks if the
output of a reducer is independent of the order of its inputs. A formal analysis
of the commutativity problem of reducers in the MapReduce framework was
ﬁrst considered in [CHSW15], where it was shown that (1) the commutativity
problem is undecidable in general, if multiplication operators are available, and
(2) if the data domain is a ﬁnite set, then the commutativity problem is decidable
and reduced to the equivalence problem of two-way ﬁnite-state automata.
Very recently, Chen et al. proposed a model of reducers, called streaming
numerical transducers (SNTs), and extended the decidability result in [CHSW15]
to the inﬁnite data domain [CSW16]. The model of SNTs originates from the
observation that in practice MapReduce programs are usually used for data
analytics and thus require very simple control ﬂow. By exploiting this simplicity,
in SNTs, the control and data ﬂow of programs are separated and arithmetic
operations are disallowed in the control ﬂow. The design of SNTs is inspired
by streaming transducers [AC11] (see Sect. 8.3). Nevertheless, the two models
are intrinsically diﬀerent since the outputs of SNTs are integers while those of
streaming transducers are data words.
In this section, as in symbolic automata, we assume data words are elements
of D∗ . In addition, we assume this data domain is the integer domain Z. An
SNT scans a data word w = d1 . . . dn from left to right, records and aggregates
information in variables, and outputs an integer when it ﬁnishes reading the data
word.
Let Z be a set of variables. Then an expression over Z is deﬁned recursively
def
by the following rules: e ∈ EZ = c | z | (e + e) | (e − e), where z ∈ Z and
c ∈ Z. We use EZ to denote the set of all possible expressions over Z. For an
expression e, let var(e) denote the set of variables in e. Given a set of expressions
E, we alsouse var(E) to denote the set of all variables appeared in E, i.e.,
var(E) = e∈E var(e). A guard over Z is deﬁned recursively by the following
def
rules: g ∈ GZ = true | v < v | v = v | v > v | g ∧ g, where v ∈ Z ∪ Z. We use
GZ to denote the set of guards over Z. A guarded expression over Z is a pair
(g, e) ∈ GZ × EZ .
2
3
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A valuation ρ of Z is a function from Z to Z. The value of an expression
e ∈ EZ under a valuation ρ over Z, denoted by [[e]]ρ , is deﬁned recursively in the
standard way. Let ρ be a valuation of Z and g be a guard in GZ . Then ρ satisﬁes
g, denoted by ρ |= g, iﬀ g is evaluated to true under ρ. We say that a guard g is
satisﬁable if there exists a valuation ρ satisfying g.
Deﬁnition 28 (Streaming numerical transducers). A streaming numerical
transducer (SNT) S is a tuple (Q, R, X, δ, q0 , O), where Q is a ﬁnite set of states,
R is a ﬁnite set of control registers, X is a ﬁnite set of data variables, δ is the
set of transitions, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, O is the output function, which is a
total function from Q to 2GR ×ER∪X , i.e. O(q) for q ∈ Q is a ﬁnite set of guarded
expressions over X ∪ Y where the guards only put constraints on R. In addition,
a distinguished register cur ∈ R is used to denote the data value in the current
position. For convenience, let Rc denote R ∪ {cur}.
The set of transitions δ comprises the tuples (q, g, η, q  ), where q, q  ∈ Q, g is a
guard over Rc , and η is an assignment function which is a partial function from
R ∪ X to ERc ∪X such that for each r ∈ dom(η) ∩ R, η(r) ∈ Rc . Informally, η
maps a data variable to an expression over Rc ∪X and a control register to either
(g,η)

cur or another control register. We write q −−−→ q  to denote (q, g, η, q  ) ∈ δ for
convenience. Moreover, we assume that an SNT S is deterministic. That is,
(1) for each pair of distinct transitions originating from q, say (q, g1 , η1 , q1 ) and
(q, g2 , η2 , q2 ), it holds that g1 ∧ g2 is unsatisﬁable, (2) for any state q ∈ Q and
each pair of distinct guarded expressions (g1 , e1 ) and (g2 , e2 ) in O(q), it holds
that g1 ∧ g2 is unsatisﬁable.
Semantics of SNTs. The semantics of an SNT S is deﬁned as follows. A conﬁguration of S is a pair (q, ρ), where q ∈ Q and ρ is a valuation of R ∪ X. An
initial conﬁguration of S is (q0 , ρ0 ), where ρ0 assigns zero to all variables in
R ∪ X. A sequence of conﬁgurations R = (q0 , ρ0 )(q1 , ρ1 ) . . . (qn , ρn ) is a run of
S over a data word w = d1 . . . dn iﬀ there exists a path (sequence of transitions)
(g1 ,η1 )

(g2 ,η2 )

(gn ,ηn )

P = q0 −−−−→ q1 −−−−→ q2 . . . qn−1 −−−−−→ qn such that for each i ∈ [n + 1],
ρi−1 [di /cur] |= gi , and ρi is obtained from ρi−1 as follows: (1) For each r ∈ R,
if r ∈ dom(ηi ), then ρi (r) = [[ηi (r)]]ρi−1 [di /cur] , otherwise ρi (r) = ρi−1 (r). (2)
For each x ∈ X, if x ∈ dom(ηi ), then ρi (x) = [[ηi (x)]]ρi−1 [di /cur] , otherwise,
ρi (x) = ρi−1 (x). We call (qn , ρn ) the ﬁnal conﬁguration of the run. In this case,
we also say that the run R follows the path P . We say that a path P in S is
feasible iﬀ there exists a run of S following P . Given a data word w = d1 . . . dn ,
if there is a run of S over w from (q0 , ρ0 ) to (qn , ρn ) and there exists a guarded
expression (g, e) ∈ O(qn ) such that ρn |= g, then the output of S over w, denoted
by S(w), is [[e]]ρn . Otherwise, S(w) is undeﬁned, denoted by ⊥.
Example 19 (SNT for max). The SNT Smax for computing the maximum value
of an input data word is deﬁned as ({q0 , q1 , q2 }, {max}, ∅, δ, q0 , O), where the
set of transitions δ and the output function O are illustrated in Fig. 9 (here
R = {max}, X = ∅, and max := cur denotes the assignment of cur to the
variable max).
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Fig. 9. The SNT Smax for computing the maximum value

We focus on three decision problems of SNTs deﬁned as follows: (1) Commutativity: Given an SNT S, decide whether S is commutative, that is, whether for
each data word w and each permutation w of w, S(w) = S(w ). (2) Equivalence:
Given two SNTs S, S  , decide whether S and S  are equivalent, that is, whether
over each data word w, S(w) = S  (w). (3) Non-zero output: Given an SNT S,
decide whether S has a non-zero output, that is, whether there exists a data
word w such that S(w) ∈
/ {⊥, 0}.
Theorem 25 ([CSW16,CLTW16]). The commutativity, equivalence, and nonzero output problem of SNTs can be decided in exponential time.
In [CSW16,CLTW16], Theorem 25 was proved as follows:
1. The commutativity problem of SNTs is reduced to the equivalence problem
of SNTs in polynomial time, which can be further reduced to the non-zero
output problem of SNTs in polynomial time.
2. Then it is shown that the non-zero output problem of SNTs can be decided
in exponential time, by extending Karr’s algorithm for computing aﬃne relationships in aﬃne programs [MS04].
Further Reading. Recently, Neven et al. proposed variants of register automata
and transducers as formal models for the distributed evaluation of relational
algebra on relational databases in MapReduce framework [NSST15]. They introduced three models and investigated the expressibility issues.

10

Conclusion

This chapter has provided a tutorial and survey on the state of the art of
automata models and logics to reason about the behaviour of software systems which embrace data values from an inﬁnite domain. We have presented
the models with diﬀerent mechanisms to deal with inﬁnite data values, register automata (and related logics), data automata (and related logics), pebble
automata, and symbolic automata and transducers. In addition, we included
two application-oriented sections, on formal models to reason about programs
manipulating dynamic data structures and for the static analysis of data-parallel
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programs respectively. For these two sections, we presented separation logic with
data constraints, logic of graph reachability and stratiﬁed sets, streaming transducers, and streaming numerical transducers. For each model, we introduced
the basic deﬁnitions, used some examples to illustrate the model, and stated the
main theoretical properties of the model.
For the perspectives of this ﬁeld, in our opinion, researchers should strengthen
the connections of the models with applications to better motivate, or to achieve
greater impact of, their work. In particular, symbolic automata and transducers,
separation logic with data constraints, and streaming numerical transducers are
the formalisms that are better motivated by applications. These formalisms are
still the research focus in the veriﬁcation and database community. In addition,
in order to produce practical tools to solve industrial-scale problems, there are
still various challenges, and interested readers are encouraged to work on, and
contribute to, this promising ﬁeld.
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